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ABSTRACT

The stolen base is an integral part of the game of baseball. As it is frequent that a player is in

a situation where he could attempt to steal a base, it is important to determine when he should try

to steal in order to obtain more wins per season for his team. I used a sample of games during

the 2012 and 2013 Major League Baseball seasons to see how often players stole in given

scenarios based on number of outs, pickoff attempts, runs until the end of the inning, left or

right-handed batter/pitcher, run differential, and inning. New stolen base strategies were created

using the percentage of opportunities attempted and the percentage of successful attempts for

each scenario in the sample, a formula introduced by Bill James for batter/pitcher match-up,

and run expectancy. After writing a program in R to simulate baseball games with the ability

to change the stolen base strategy, I compared new strategies to the current strategy used to

see if they would increase each Major League Baseball team’s average number of wins per

season. I found that when using a strategy where a team steals 80% of the time it increases its

run expectancy and 20% of the time that it does not, the average number of wins per season

increases for a vast majority of teams over using the current strategy.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The stolen base is a big part of the modern game of baseball. During the 2012 and 2013 Major League

Baseball seasons there were 133,021 opportunities to steal second or third base in 4,860 games (27.37

opportunities per game). This means that there were 133,021 plate appearances in which a runner was on

first or second base with the next base open. Out of these opportunities, there were 5,922 successful stolen

bases, and 2,143 times in which the runner was caught stealing. Overall, there were 8,065 times in which

the runner attempted to steal with a successful steal percentage of 73.4% [1]. Out of all of the stolen base

opportunities, the runner attempted to steal 6.06% of the time.

The focus of this thesis to find a strategy to determine when to attempt to steal a base for each team.

That is, when should a team steal in order to gain more wins? Is there a stolen base strategy that leads to

more wins per season than the current strategy? Is there a stolen base strategy that is better for every team?

Or should each team’s strategy be different? How successful does the runner have to be at stealing a base in

order to risk the steal attempt?

1.1 Data Description

The stolen base data being used for this research consists of opportunities and attempts to steal only

second base during the 2012 and 2013 Major League Baseball seasons. I did not look at the opportunities

and attempts to steal third base or home. A stolen base opportunity is considered to exist whenever there

is a runner on first base and no runner on second base. A stolen base attempt occurs when the runner on

first base, with second base open, attempts to run to second base while a batter is at the plate. It has three

possible outcomes, the first two of which are considered to be successful stolen base attempts:

1. Runner successfully steals second base.

2. Runner advances past the attempted stolen second base to third base due to some kind of fielding

error.

3. Runner does not get to second base successfully and causes an out.

I have taken a sample of the stolen base opportunities in every tenth home game for each team starting

with the fifth home game of the season and ending with the 75th. There are 81 total home games for each

team per season. This means that my data includes 9.88% of the total games played during the 2012 and

2013 Major League Baseball seasons. The total number of attempts to steal second base in my data was
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725. The number of successful attempts (stolen second base or advancing an extra base) was 533 [1]. Thus,

teams had a 73.52% success rate overall.

For my research, I decided to focus solely on stolen base attempts that occurred with just a runner on

first base. That is, I took out the attempts for which there was also a runner on third base. The reason I chose

to do this is that the strategy with a runner on third base is different than with only a runner on first. Pitchers

often focus their attention on the lead runner, especially in close games. This gives way to higher success

percentages when there is a runner on first and third. There were also only 79 attempts to steal in this case

in the games that I examined. Breaking this down into scenarios would give small sample sizes. With this

adjustment, there were 646 attempts to steal second base. The number of successful attempts was 461 [1].

Thus, teams had a 71.36% success rate overall.

The recorded variables for each stolen base attempt are:

1. Outcome of stolen base attempt: The runner either steals second base, obtains an extra base due to an

error or causes an out.

2. Number of outs at time of steal.

3. Handedness of batter: The batter bats with home plate on his right or left side. If the batter is a switch

hitter, it means that if the pitcher he faces is left-handed, he bats with home plate to his right. If the

pitcher is right-handed, he bats with home plate to his left.

4. Handedness of pitcher: The pitcher throws with his left or right hand.

5. The inning during which the stolen base attempt occurred.

6. Run differential: The difference in the score at the time of the stolen base attempt. That is, if the score

is 4-2 in favor of the batting team at the time of the stolen base attempt, the run differential is +2.

7. Number of pickoff attempts before the steal attempt: A pickoff attempt occurs when the pitcher on

the mound or the catcher behind the plate throws the ball to the first baseman to attempt to tag out a

base-runner who is leading off of the base, perhaps before he is about to steal. The purpose of this is

to keep the runner close to the base [9].

8. Count: The number of balls and strikes a pitcher has thrown against a particular batter in his current

plate appearance. For example, if a pitcher has thrown 2 balls and 1 strike against a batter at the time

of the stolen base attempt, the count is (2-1).
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9. Runs until the end of the inning: This is the number of runs the batting team scored in the inning after

the stolen base attempt occurred.

1.2 Breakdown of Stolen Base Opportunities

The total number of games taken into account in my research is 480, which is 9.88% of all of the

games played during the 2012 and 2013 Major League Baseball seasons. In these games there were 7,364

opportunities to steal second base with only a runner on first [1]. Thus, on average, the number of stolen

base opportunities per game is 15.34. As there were 646 attempts to steal second base with only a runner on

first base [1], the percentage of opportunities in which runners actually attempted to steal was 8.77%.

Table 1.1 gives a breakdown of the percentage of stolen base opportunities in which a stolen base attempt

occurred with respect to the number of outs. We can see that when a base-runner was on first with the other

Table 1.1: Stolen Base Opportunities By Number of Outs

Outs Opportunities Attempts Percentage
0 2156 157 7.282
1 2547 242 9.501
2 2661 247 9.282

two bases open, he stole most often, 9.501% of the opportunities, with one out. The base-runner stole least

often, 7.282% of the opportunities, with zero outs. Performing a test for equality of proportions to see if the

percentage of steal attempts with one out is statistically significantly greater than with zero outs, we obtain

a p-value of 0.00326. There is statistically significant evidence to conclude that the percentage of time the

base-runner stole with one outs is greater than with zero outs. This is neglecting the fact that the sample is

a somewhat more than negligible fraction of the population (9.88% of all attempts). If we incorporate the

finite population correction, we need to multiply the standard deviation by:√
N− n

N− 1
(1.1)

where N is the population size (4860 games) and n is the sample size (480 games). Therefore, we need to

multiply the standard deviation by:√
4860− 480

4860− 1
=

√
4380

4859
=
√

0.9014 = 0.9494

This decreases the p-value from 0.00326 to 0.00207.

After performing a test for equality of proportions with the finite population correction (Equation 1.1)
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to see if the percentage of steal attempts with one out is statistically significantly greater than with two outs,

I obtained a p-value of 0.3877. That is, there is not statistically significant evidence to conclude that the

percentage of steal attempts differs between one and two outs. Using the same test to see if the percentage

of steals with two outs is statistically significantly greater than with zero outs, I obtained a p-value of 0.0040.

There is statistically significant evidence to conclude that the percentage of time the base-runner stole with

two outs is greater than with zero outs.

Table 1.2 gives a breakdown of the percentage of stolen base opportunities in which a stolen base attempt

occurred with respect to whether the batter at the plate was right or left-handed. The percentage of the time

Table 1.2: Stolen Base Opportunities By Right/Left-Handed Batter

Handedness of Batter Opportunities Attempts Percentage
Right 4237 365 8.615
Left 3127 281 8.986

the base-runner on first stole with a left-handed batter at the plate is slightly higher than with a right-handed

batter. Performing a test for equality of proportions with the finite population correction (Equation 1.1) to

see if the percentage with a left-handed batter is statistically significantly greater than with a right-handed

batter, we find that p = 0.2792. That is, there is not statistically significant evidence to conclude that the

percentage of time the runner stole with a left-handed batter is higher than with a right-handed batter at the

plate.

Table 1.3 gives a breakdown of the percentage of stolen base opportunities in which a stolen base attempt

occurred with respect to whether the pitcher on the mound was right or left-handed. The percentage of the

Table 1.3: Stolen Base Opportunities By Right/Left-Handed Pitcher

Handedness of Pitcher Opportunities Attempts Percentage
Right 5211 477 9.154
Left 2153 169 7.850

time the base-runner on first stole with a left-handed pitcher on the mound is lower than with a right-

handed pitcher. Performing a test for equality of proportions with the finite population correction to see

if the percentage of the time the runner stole with a left-handed pitcher on the mound was statistically

significantly less than that of with a right-handed pitcher, I obtained a p-value of 0.0290. We can conclude

that base-runners attempt to steal less when the pitcher is left-handed. This may be because a left-handed
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pitcher is facing in the direction of first base. He is able to see exactly what the runner on first base is doing.

If the runner on first base is leading off of the base, the pitcher is able to see this and react more quickly than

a right-handed pitcher who has his back to first base [2].

Figure 1.1 displays the percentage of stolen base opportunities in which a stolen base attempt occurred

with respect to the inning. We can see that the percentage of stolen base opportunities attempted seems to

Figure 1.1: Percentage of Stolen Base Opportunities Attempted by Inning

be highest during the first inning and the bottom of the tenth inning. It appears to be fairly constant between

the second and seventh inning, and begins to decline during the eighth, ninth and the top of the tenth. Just

looking at the second through the seventh inning, the percentage of stolen base opportunities attempted and

the inning have a correlation coefficient of 0.0007. The line through the data points is:

y = (6× 10−6)× x+ 0.0878

This means that the percentage of opportunities attempted is fairly constant around 8.78%.

Figure 1.2 displays the percentage of stolen base opportunities in which a stolen base attempt occurred

with respect to the run differential. We can see that it is low when the team is down by seven runs and

increases slightly until the team is down by two runs. The percentage then jumps up when the team is down

by one and is steady until the team is up by four. It begins to decrease steadily when the team is up by five

or more runs. These results mirror two “unwritten” baseball rules. These “unwritten” rules are [12]:

1. Never steal when you are down by two or more runs
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Figure 1.2: Percentage of Stolen Base Opportunities Attempted by Run Differential

2. Do not steal when you are well ahead

I expected the percentage to decline when a team was up by a lot of runs, but was surprised that the percent-

age was low when a team was down by two runs. A two run game is still a close game. It seems strange to

me that there would be an “unwritten” rule that a team should not steal in this case.

I performed a chi-square test to see if there was a statistically significant difference in the percentage of

stolen base opportunities attempted by run differential. Table 1.4 gives the percentages for each. I combined

the run differentials of -15 to -7 and +6 to +15 because there were no stolen bases attempted when a team

was down by more than seven runs or up by more than six. This test gives a chi-square value of 116.945

with 13 degrees of freedom corresponding to a p-value of less than 0.0001. There is statistically significant

evidence to conclude that the percentage of stolen base opportunities attempted differs by run differential.

The breakdown of stolen base opportunities by number of pickoff attempts is given in Table 1.5. The

percentage of stolen base opportunities attempted appears to increase as the number of pickoff throw at-

tempts increases. However, there are few instances of four or more pickoff throws. The increase is most

likely due to the fact that more pickoff throw attempts occur when the runner on first base is fast and likely

to steal. The pitcher would try to keep this runner close to first base.
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Table 1.4: Stolen Base Attempt Percentage of Opportunities by Run Differential

Run Differential Total Opportunities Attempts Percentage
≤ -7 169 1 0.592

-6 156 2 1.28
-5 230 7 3.04
-4 307 9 2.93
-3 440 20 4.55
-2 639 27 4.23
-1 883 90 10.19
0 1962 219 11.16

+1 855 95 11.11
+2 614 75 12.21
+3 407 46 11.30
+4 276 34 12.32
+5 183 17 9.29
≥ +6 243 4 1.65
Total 7364 646 8.772

Table 1.5: Stolen Base Opportunities by Pickoff Attempts

Pickoff Attempts Opportunities Attempts Percentage
0 5166 336 6.504
1 1381 180 13.03
2 548 84 15.33
3 200 32 16.00
4 49 9 18.37
5 15 5 33.33
6 4 0 0.00
7 1 0 0.00

1.3 Data Description: Stolen Base Attempts

The next thing I examined was the breakdown of the actual stolen base attempts. I looked at the percent-

age of successful stolen base attempts for all of the same categories that I examined for the breakdown of

stolen base opportunities attempted in Section 1.2. I also looked at the percentage of successful stolen base

attempts by count.

The percentages for each outcome by number of outs are given in Table 1.6. There were 157 stolen base

attempts with zero outs. This means that 24.30% of the steal attempts occurred with zero outs. 72.61% of

the time the runner was successful (successfully reached second base or advanced an extra base due to an

error). There were 242 stolen base attempts with one out (37.46% of the steal attempts). 66.12% of the
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Table 1.6: Stolen Base Attempts by Number of Outs

Total Steal Extra Base Out
0 Outs 157 106 (67.52%) 8 (5.09%) 43 (27.39%)
1 Out 242 145 (59.92%) 15 (6.20%) 82 (33.88%)
2 Outs 247 175 (70.85%) 12 (4.86%) 60 (24.29%)

time the runner was successful. There were 247 stolen base attempts with two outs (38.24% of the steal

attempts). 75.71% of the time the runner was successful.

We can see that most stolen base attempts occurred when there were one or two outs. The lowest success

percentage occurred when there was one out. The highest success percentage occurred when there were two

outs. To check to see if there is statistically significant evidence to conclude that the proportion of successful

attempts with two outs is greater than with one out, I performed a test for equality of proportions with the

finite population correction. I obtained a p-value of 0.00671. We can conclude that the successful stolen

base percentage is greater with two outs than with one out. With the same test, when comparing the success

percentage of zero outs and one out, I found a p-value of 0.07198. This is not significant at the 5% level, but

it is at the 10% level.

Table 1.7 gives the breakdown of stolen base attempts based on whether the batter at the plate, during a

steal attempt, was right or left-handed. There were 365 attempts to steal second base when the batter was

Table 1.7: Stolen Base Attempts by Batter-Handedness

Total Steal Extra Base Out
Right: 365 243 (66.58%) 20 (5.48%) 102 (27.94%)
Left: 281 183 (65.12%) 15 (5.34%) 83 (29.54%)

right-handed with 263 successful attempts. The success percentage for stealing while a right-handed batter

was at the plate was 72.05%. There were 281 attempts when the batter was left-handed with 198 successful

attempts. The success percentage was 70.46%. We can see that stealing with a right-handed batter has a

higher success percentage. However, by performing a test for equality of proportions with the finite popu-

lation correction to see if the difference is statistically significant, I obtained a p-value of 0.6409. There is

not statistically significant evidence to conclude that the success percentage for stealing with a right-handed

batter is different from the success percentage with a left-handed batter.

Table 1.8 gives the breakdown of stolen base attempts based on whether the pitcher on the mound, dur-

ing a steal attempt, was right or left-handed. Overall, there were 477 attempts to steal second base while a
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Table 1.8: Stolen Base Attempts by Pitcher-Handedness

Total Steal Extra Base Out
Right: 477 326 (68.34%) 27 (5.66%) 124 (26.00%)
Left: 169 100 (59.17%) 8 (4.73%) 61 (36.10%)

right-handed pitcher was on the mound. The success percentage was 74.00%. There were 169 stolen base

attempts with a left-handed pitcher on the mound with a success percentage of 63.91%. We can see that the

success percentage is higher when the pitcher is right-handed. Performing a test for equality of proportions

with the finite population correction to see if the difference in success percentage is statistically significant,

I obtained a p-value of 0.01142. There is statistically significant evidence to conclude that the success per-

centages differ depending on whether the pitcher is right or left-handed. It makes sense that the success

percentage is higher when the pitcher is right-handed because a left-handed pitcher is facing first base. He

is able to see what is happening more easily than a right-handed pitcher [2].

The breakdown of stolen base attempts by count (balls-strikes) at the time of the steal attempt can be

seen in Table 1.9. The number of stolen base attempts on the (3-0) count and the (3-1) count are too small

Table 1.9: Stolen Base Attempts by Count

Count (b-s) Attempts Steal Extra Base Out
0-0 167 126 (74.45%) 7 (4.190%) 34 (20.36%)
0-1 81 57 (70.37%) 3 (3.700%) 21 (25.93%)
0-2 32 21 (65.63%) 2 (6.250%) 9 (28.12%)
1-0 86 59 (68.60%) 4 (4.650%) 23 (26.74%)
1-1 75 43 (57.33%) 6 (8.000%) 26 (34.67%)
1-2 49 25 (51.02%) 6 (12.24%) 18 (36.73%)
2-0 28 15 (53.57%) 3 (10.71%) 10 (35.71%)
2-1 32 19 (59.38%) 1 (3.130%) 12 (37.50%)
2-2 42 34 (80.95%) 1 (2.380%) 7 (16.67%)
3-0 5 5 (100.0%) 0 (0.000%) 0 (0.000%)
3-1 8 7 (87.50%) 0 (0.000%) 1 (12.50%)
3-2 41 15 (36.59%) 2 (4.880%) 24 (58.54%)

to draw any conclusions. This makes sense as the runner would be less likely to attempt to steal if the batter

has a good chance of being walked. The walk, also called base on balls, occurs when a batter advances to

first base due to taking four pitches that are balls [4]. When a batter is walked, the base runner on first base

moves over to second base safely without any risk. For the counts on which we can draw conclusions, we

can see that runners were most successful in their steal attempts when the count was (2-2). On this count,
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they were successful 83.33% of the time. The next most successful count was when no pitches had been

thrown before the base runner attempted to steal. When the count was (0-0), the runner was successful

79.64% of the time. The runner was least successful when the count was full, (3-2). We can see that the

runner was only successful 41.46% of the time.

The reason that the stolen base success percentage may be so much lower for the 3-2 count is that on

this count the runner is likely to run with the pitch in order to obtain an extra base or avoid being caught in a

double-play [1]. If the batter swings and misses the ball, the catcher has the chance to throw out the runner

before he reaches second base. This would be officially scored as a double play, a strike-out for the batter

and a caught stealing for the runner [3]. The runner in this case may be a slower runner than one who would

usually attempt to steal [3] or may not get as big of a lead off of the base as he would in a regular stolen base

attempt [6]. These factors may contribute to the much lower success percentage on a 3-2 count. Note that a

stolen base attempt cannot occur on a 3-2 count with two outs. In this case as the pitch is thrown, it

1. is a strike and strikes out the batter and ends the inning.

2. is a ball and the batter advances to first base moving the batter on first to second.

3. is a foul ball and the runner has to return to his base.

4. is put into play and the runner must advance anyway and therefore cannot attempt to steal.

The next things I looked at were the stolen base success percentages based on the run differential and

the inning at the time of the steal attempt. Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4 show the observed percentages. We can

see from Figure 1.3 that when a team is down by more than four runs, its stolen base success percentage is

100%. This is likely due to pitcher indifference. Usually when the batting team is down by a lot of runs, the

pitcher does not concern himself with the runner on the bases, but rather with getting out the batter at the

plate. The success percentage when a team is up by six runs is the lowest at 50%. However, there were only

four attempts when the run differential was +6.

I performed a chi-square test to see if there was a statistically significant difference in the percentage

of successful steal attempts for each run differential. Note that in order for the chi-square calculations to

be reliable, all of the expected values need to be greater than or equal to five. As the expected values for

the run differential of -7 and -6 were less than 5, I combined these run differentials with -5. Likewise, I

combined the run differentials of +5 and +6. I obtained a chi-square value of 3.412 with 10 degrees of

freedom. This gives a p-value of 0.9700. There is not statistically significant evidence to conclude that the
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Figure 1.3: Stolen Base Success Percentage by Run Differential

success percentage of stolen base attempts differs by run differential.

I also performed a chi-square test to see if there was a statistically significant difference in the percentage

of successful steal attempts for each inning, as seen in Figure 1.4. As the expected values for the tenth inning

Figure 1.4: Stolen Base Success Percentage by Inning

and later were less than five, I performed the chi-square test with the bottom of the ninth inning and later

as one category. I obtained a chi-square value of 9.308 with 17 degrees of freedom. This gives a p-value of
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0.9301. There is not statistically significant evidence to conclude that the success percentage of stolen base

attempts differs by inning.

Finally, I counted the number of pickoff throw attempts before each stolen base attempt to see if there

was any association between the number of throws and the success percentage of the runner. The results

are in Table 1.10. I performed a chi-square test to see if there was a statistically significant difference in

the percent of successful steal attempts for each number of pickoff throw attempts. As the expected value

Table 1.10: Stolen Base Attempts by Pickoff Attempts

Pickoff Throws Attempts Steal Extra Base Out
0 336 231 (68.75%) 16 (4.760%) 89 (26.49%)
1 180 117 (65.00%) 11 (6.110%) 52 (28.89%)
2 84 52 (61.90%) 4 (4.760%) 28 (33.33%)
3 32 20 (62.50%) 2 (6.250%) 10 (31.25%)
4 9 4 (44.44%) 1 (11.11%) 4 (44.44%)
5 5 2 (40.00%) 1 (20.00%) 2 (40.00%)

for five pickoff throw attempts was only 3.57, I combined it with four pickoff throw attempts. I obtained

a chi-square value of 0.907 with four degrees of freedom. This gives a p-value of 0.9235. There is not

statistically significant evidence to conclude that the success percentage of stolen base attempts differs by

number of pickoff throw attempts. We can see a plot of the stolen base success percentage in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5: Stolen Base Success Percentage vs. Number of Pickoff Attempts
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CHAPTER 2

RUN EXPECTANCY

After looking at the percentage of stolen base opportunities attempted and the success percentage of

stolen base attempts with respect to number of outs, whether the batter at the plate was left or right-handed,

whether the pitcher was left or right-handed, the count (for success percentage), the inning, the run differen-

tial, and number of pickoff attempts, I then looked at the run expectancy. Run expectancy is how many runs

on average a team will score in an inning based on a given base/out state [11]. A base/out state indicates

which bases have a player on them and how many outs there are. For example a base/out state of 1.0.0 0 outs

indicates that a player is on first base, there is no player on second base, there is no player on third base, and

there are zero outs. This would change to 0.1.0 0 outs if the runner successfully steals second base without

causing an out. It would change to 0.0.0 1 out if the runner was called out before reaching second base, and

0.0.1 0 out if the runner went from first to third base without causing an out due to some kind of fielding

error.

I first looked at the run expectancy data for each of the base/out states given in Table 2.1 [11]. The table

was constructed by taking the total number of runs scored until the end of the inning for each given base/out

state, from the 1999 season through to the 2002 season, and then dividing by the total amount of times teams

were in that base/out state. This gives the average number of runs scored by a team in each given base/out

state [11].

Table 2.1: Run Expectancy

1B 2B 3B 0 Outs 1 Out 2 Outs
– – – 0.555 0.297 0.117
1B – – 0.953 0.573 0.251
– 2B – 1.189 0.725 0.344
– – 3B 1.482 0.983 0.387
1B 2B – 1.573 0.971 0.466
1B – 3B 1.904 1.243 0.538
– 2B 3B 2.052 1.467 0.634
1B 2B 3B 2.417 1.650 0.815

Using Table 2.1, I constructed Table 2.2 showing the change in run expectancy based on each possible

outcome of a stolen base attempt for each number of outs. We can see that, for example, when there is one

out, the initial run expectancy when a runner is on first is 0.573. If that runner successfully steals a base, the
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Table 2.2: Change in Run Expectancy

Initial Base/Out Initial Stolen Base Gain Extra Base Gain Out Gain
1.0.0 0 Out 0.953 1.189 0.236 1.482 0.529 0.297 -0.656
1.0.0 1 Out 0.573 0.725 0.152 0.983 0.410 0.117 -0.456
1.0.0 2 Out 0.251 0.344 0.093 0.387 0.136 0.000 -0.251

new run expectancy becomes 0.725. Thus, by successfully reaching second base, a runner gains 0.152 in

run expectancy. If, however, the runner gets caught stealing, he goes from 0.573 to 0.117. This means that

he loses 0.456 in run expectancy. We can see that if he gets to third base, the run expectancy increases by

0.410.

2.1 Adjusted Run Expectancy

Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 give the total number of runs per season during the 1999-2002 and the 2012-

2013 Major League Baseball seasons, respectively [8]. The average number of runs per season for the data

Table 2.3: Number of Runs Scored During 1999-2002 Seasons

Year Total Number of Runs Average
1999 24,691 23,817.25
2000 24,971
2001 23,199
2002 22,408

Table 2.4: Number of Runs Scored During 2012-2013 Seasons

Year Total Number of Runs Average
2012 21,017 20,636
2013 20,255

I observed was 20,636, whereas the average number of runs per season for the seasons used to calculate

the run expectancy values in Table 2.1 was 23,817.25. Thus, there were 13.36% fewer runs on average

during the seasons from which I obtained my data. Taking this into account, I adjusted the run expectancy

accordingly by taking all of the original values and multiplying by 0.8664. The new run expectancy and

change in run expectancy values are given in Table 2.5 and Table 2.6, respectively.

We can see now that with one out, if a runner steals second base successfully the run expectancy goes

from 0.496 to 0.628. This means the run expectancy increases by 0.132. However, if the runner gets caught

stealing, the run expectancy decreases from 0.496 to 0.101. The run expectancy decreases by 0.395. If the

runner gets to third base, the run expectancy increases by 0.356.
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Table 2.5: Adjusted Run Expectancy

1B 2B 3B 0 Outs 1 Out 2 Outs
– – – 0.481 0.257 0.101
1B – – 0.826 0.496 0.217
– 2B – 1.030 0.628 0.298
– – 3B 1.284 0.852 0.335
1B 2B – 1.363 0.841 0.404
1B – 3B 1.650 1.077 0.466
– 2B 3B 1.778 1.271 0.549
1B 2B 3B 2.094 1.430 0.706

Table 2.6: Adjusted Change in Run Expectancy

Initial Base/Out Initial Stolen Base Gain Extra Base Gain Out Gain
1.0.0 0 Out 0.826 1.030 0.204 1.284 0.458 0.257 -0.569
1.0.0 1 Out 0.496 0.628 0.132 0.852 0.356 0.101 -0.395
1.0.0 2 Out 0.217 0.298 0.081 0.335 0.118 0.000 -0.217

2.2 Average Adjusted Run Expectancy

The difference in run expectancy for each stolen base attempt scenario from initial to final base/out state

is given in Table 2.7. Using these differences in run expectancy and the outcome percentages of each stolen

Table 2.7: Adjusted Difference in Run Expectancy

Steal Extra Base Causes Out
0 out 0.204 0.458 -0.569
1 out 0.132 0.356 -0.395
2 out 0.081 0.118 -0.217

base attempt for each number of outs (Table 1.6), I calculated the mean change in run expectancy (∆RE)

for zero, one, and two outs.

0 Out : E(∆RE) = (0.204)× (0.6752) + (0.458)× (0.0509) + (−0.569)× (0.2739)

= 0.005204

1 Out : E(∆RE) = (0.132)× (0.5992) + (0.356)× (0.0620) + (−0.395)× (0.3388)

= −0.03266

2 Out : E(∆RE) = (0.081)× (0.7085) + (0.118)× (0.0486) + (−0.217)× (0.2429)

= 0.0104

We can see that, with the current strategy, the change in expected run expectancy is positive for zero and
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two outs, but negative for one out.

2.3 Adjusted Run Expectancy After Stolen Base Compared to All Situations

I calculated the number of runs scored after each stolen base attempt in the data I collected [1]. The

purpose of this was to compare:

1. The adjusted run expectancy (Table 2.5) which is based on all situations from 1999-2002 adjusted for

the difference in total runs

2. A new run expectancy that is calculated using only the situations in which a steal was attempted in

the sampled games

Table 2.8 gives the number or runs scored in an inning after a steal attempt in my sampled data. The

comparison with the adjusted run expectancy (Table 2.5) is given in Table 2.9. We can see that a stolen base

Table 2.8: Number of Runs scored in Inning after Steal Attempt

Base/Out State # of Steal Attempts # of Runs Scored in Inning Run Expectancy
1.0.0 0 out 157 123 0.783
1.0.0 1 out 242 120 0.496
1.0.0 2 out 247 56 0.227

Table 2.9: Comparison of Adjusted Run Expectancy for any Situation and Run Expectancy after a Stolen
Base Attempt

Base/Out State Stolen Base Run Expectancy Overall Run Expectancy Differential
1.0.0 0 out 0.783 0.826 -0.043
1.0.0 1 out 0.496 0.496 0.000
1.0.0 2 out 0.227 0.217 0.010

attempt decreases the run expectancy by 0.043 with zero outs and increases the run expectancy by 0.010

with two outs. The stolen base run expectancy is the same as the overall run expectancy when there is one

out.
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CHAPTER 3

ESTIMATING STEAL SUCCESS PERCENTAGES OF BATTERS

A formula to estimate the outcome of any batter/pitcher match-up was introduced by Bill James in his

1983 Baseball Abstract. He gives credit for the formula to Dallas Adams. It estimates the batting average

for any batter against any pitcher using [7]:

1. the batting average of the batter compared to the league batting average

2. each pitcher’s batting average against compared to the league average

The formula is as follows [7]:

NewBatAvg =

BatAvg×PitAvg
LgAvg

BatAvg×PitAvg
LgAvg + (1−BatAvg)×(1−PitAvg)

1−LgAvg

(3.1)

where NewBatAvg is each batter’s estimated batting average against the opposing pitcher, BatAvg is the

overall batting average of the specified batter, PitAvg is the overall batting average against the specified

pitcher, and LgAvg is the overall league batting average.

In order to see if Equation 3.1 accurately predicts the batting average of any given batter, a study was

conducted in Stats Baseball Scoreboard 1996. In this study, batters with at least 446 plate appearances and

pitchers who faced at least 100 batters in 1995 were evaluated against good, average, and poor pitchers.

Good was considered to be the top third of pitchers, average was the middle third, and poor was the bottom

third. The batters were also divided into the same three groups to create nine different comparisons for both

the American and the National League [7].

The results of the study are given in Table 3.1. We can see that the values of the actual batting average

and the predicted batting average (using Equation 3.1) are fairly close for all of the different scenarios. We

see that the most that the prediction differs from the actual batting average is in the American League for

the good batter facing the poor pitcher. Equation 3.1 overestimates the batting average by 0.016 (5.80%) in

this case.

Another study was conducted by Dan Fox who divided 30,481 matchups during the 2003-2005 seasons

into six categories by batting average. The predicted average using Equation 3.1 and the actual average were

computed [5]. The results can be seen in Table 3.2. From these results we see that the maximum difference

between the predicted average and the actual average is less than 2%. We can see that Equation 3.1 slightly

overestimates the batting average in the 0.000-0.199 and 0.325-0.454 ranges and slightly underestimates the
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Table 3.1: Batter vs. Pitcher Matchups

AL Good Batter Average Batter Poor Batter
Actual, Predicted Actual, Predicted Actual, Predicted

Good Pitcher 0.276, 0.275 0.251, 0.251 0.223, 0.220
Average Pitcher 0.317, 0.319 0.292, 0.293 0.262, 0.259

Poor Pitcher 0.340, 0.356 0.323, 0.328 0.287, 0.291
NL Good Batter Average Batter Poor Batter

Actual, Predicted Actual, Predicted Actual, Predicted
Good Pitcher 0.266, 0.274 0.251, 0.247 0.218, 0.219

Average Pitcher 0.314, 0.313 0.280, 0.283 0.259, 0.253
Poor Pitcher 0.351, 0.353 0.322, 0.321 0.279, 0.289

Table 3.2: Batter vs. Pitcher Matchups 2003-2005

Range Count Actual Average Predicted Average Difference Percent Difference
0.000-0.199 975 0.167 0.170 0.003 1.80%
0.200-0.249 7379 0.234 0.233 -0.001 -0.43%
0.250-0.274 8502 0.267 0.262 -0.005 -1.90%
0.275-0.299 7909 0.289 0.286 -0.003 -1.05%
0.300-0.324 4175 0.312 0.310 -0.002 -0.65%
0.325-0.454 1541 0.335 0.340 0.005 1.47%

batting average otherwise [5].

As Equation 3.1 does a good job of predicting the batting average of a given batter against a certain

pitcher, I applied this equation to the successful steal percentage of a player in order to take into account

how each batter’s steal percentage is affected by a specific pitcher. The formula is as follows:

NewBatSteal =

BatSteal×PitSteal
LgSteal

BatSteal×PitSteal
LgSteal + (1−BatSteal)×(1−PitSteal)

1−LgSteal

(3.2)

where NewBatSteal is each batter’s estimated steal percentage against the opposing pitcher. BatSteal is the

individual batter’s overall successful steal percentage, PitSteal is the overall successful steal percentage of

batters against the specific pitcher, and LgSteal is the league’s overall successful steal percentage from my

data based on each situation.

For example, Justin Upton of the San Diego Padres, who played for the Arizona Diamondbacks (2012)

and the Atlanta Braves (2013-2014), has an overall successful steal percentage of 0.8889. We will now

calculate his estimated successful steal percentage in two different cases using Equation 3.2. First, if Justin

Upton is facing a pitcher with the average of all teams’ steal percentage against of 0.7278, his estimated
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steal percentage with zero outs becomes:

NewBatSteal =
(0.8889×0.7278)

0.7261

0.8889×0.7278
0.7261 + (1−0.8889)×(1−0.7278)

1−0.7261

= 0.8897

Note that the stolen base success percentage for the league with zero outs was 72.61% or 0.7261 (Table 1.6).

However, if Justin Upton is facing the pitcher Chris Tillman of the Orioles, with his 0.11 steal percentage

against, his estimated successful steal percentage with zero outs becomes:

NewBatSteal =
(0.8889×0.1100)

0.7261

0.8889×0.1100
0.7261 + (1−0.8889)×(1−0.1100)

1−0.7261

= 0.2717

We can see that it is important to look at what the steal percentage against of the pitcher a team is facing

is before deciding whether or not to steal. Justin Upton’s steal percentage drops from 0.8897 versus the

average of all teams’ steal percentage against, to 0.2717 against Chris Tillman. This is a decrease in stolen

base success percentage of 61.8%.
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CHAPTER 4

DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATIONS

In order to compare different stolen base strategies, I wrote a program in R to simulate a baseball game.

It is designed to have teams play against each other with the ability to change their specific stolen base

strategies. The simulation runs through seasons of 162 games containing nine innings with three outs for

each team per inning. If the regulation game of nine innings ends in a tie, it then goes to extra innings, also

containing three outs per team. It keeps simulating innings until one team has more runs than the other at

the end of the inning.

There are nine batters for each team. Each of these nine batters has six or seven possible outcomes. The

batter has seven possible outcomes only if there is a player on base. The outcomes are:

1. Batter causes an out.

2. Batter hits a home run.

3. Batter hits a triple.

4. Batter hits a double.

5. Batter hits a single.

6. Batter walks (advances to first base).

7. Batter grounds into a double play (can only occur when there is a runner on base). This is a play in

which the batter causes an out for himself as well as for a runner already on base [4].

If there is a runner on base when the batter hits a single or a double, my code takes into account the

probabilities that the runner ends up on second base or third base, scores, or causes an out. For example, if

a runner is on second base when a batter hits a single, the runner could end up on third base, he could score,

or he could be called out. I also made sure to include code to take into account the probability of each player

hitting into a double play, as avoiding the double play is a big motivation for stealing a base. My code does

not include advancing on outs (sacrifice bunt/fly) or fielder’s choice (a play in which a fielder chooses to put

out a runner already on the bases as opposed to the batter who reaches first base safely [4]). Table 4.1 gives

the probabilities I used for the different outcomes of base-runners on first, second, or third base depending

on the outcome of the batter at the plate [10].

Note that the outcomes for a batter walking and hitting a single are different. If there is a runner on
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Table 4.1: Base-Runner Advancement Probabilities

Batter Outcome Runner Position Out Second Base Third Base Scores Run
Single 1st Base 2.10% 65.20% 31.30 % 1.40%

2nd Base 3.60% 1.20% 29.90% 65.30%
3rd Base 0.10% – 0.90% 99.00%

Double 1st Base 3.10% – 53.60% 43.30%
2nd Base 0.10% – 1.50% 98.40%

first base when a batter walks, he always advances to second base. When a batter hits a single, the runner

may either advance to second base or third base, score a run, or be called out. Likewise, if the runner is on

second base when the batter at the plate walks, he remains on second base if first base is open. However, if

the batter hits a single, the runner either advances to third base, scores a run, or gets called out.

The lineup that I used for each team was the most frequent lineup used during the 2013 baseball sea-

son [1]. For each batter in each lineup, I used the following statistics from that season:

• On-base percentage (OBP): How often a batter reaches a base out of total plate appearances.

• Grounded into double play percentage (GDP): How often a batter hits into a double play.

• Steal percentage: Percentage of the time a batter is safe when he attempts to steal.

• Handedness of batter (i.e. right/left).

• Breakdown of plate appearances: Percentage of home-runs, triples, walks/hit by pitch, doubles and

singles.

To take into account the pitcher each batter was facing, each of the 2013 percentages of home runs,

triples, walks/hit by pitch, doubles and singles for each player, along with his OBP, steal success percentage,

and GDP was then entered into a modified version of Equation 3.1 to estimate new values of each. My code

includes multinomial distributions, with each outcome given a probability using these real percentages of

outcomes for each batter during the 2013 season.

To input the steal percentage of each batter, I had to consider how often each batter steals. For example,

Salvador Perez of the Kansas City Royals had attempted to steal only once in his three seasons in the league

and was successful. It would not make sense, however, to put his steal percentage in my code as 100%.

This would indicate that he should attempt to steal every time he reaches first base and would always be

successful. This obviously would not be an accurate representation because a player who is good at stealing

bases would not steal only once in three seasons.
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In order to account for this problem, I only input the stolen base percentages of players who attempted

to steal in at least 5% of the games that they played in. This is equal to 7.45 steal attempts per season. If a

player did not attempt to steal in at least 5% of his games played, I put his steal percentage in as zero.
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CHAPTER 5

SIMULATING USING ONLY OUTS

The first steal strategies that I looked at were based on only the number of outs there were at the time

of the steal attempt. All of my simulations using outs were conducted with 1,000 seasons of 162 games.

In these simulations, I had each team play against itself with the only difference in the game being the

specific stolen base strategy. I estimated the breakdown of outcomes for each batter, along with his OBP,

steal percentage, and GDP using a modified version of Equation 3.1 for each category against the league

average pitcher. I used the league average OBP of 0.318, league steal percentage average of 0.7278, and the

league grounded-into-double play percentage of 0.020478. I then compared the average number of runs per

season for each team based on each stolen base strategy. I wrote code for different stolen base strategies

using the success percentages for each number of outs from Table 1.6 and then input each into the overall

code in order to compare.

For each of the thirty Major League Baseball teams, there are eight different strategies for steal attempts

with respect to the number of outs. The eight strategies are:

• never attempting to steal

• stealing only with 0 outs

• stealing only with 1 out

• stealing only with 2 outs

• stealing with 0 or 1 outs

• stealing with 0 or 2 outs

• stealing with 1 or 2 outs

• always stealing

Note that these strategies are only for players who attempt to steal in at least 5% of their games. That is,

Salvador Perez would still never steal no matter the number of outs. Any player that attempted to steal in

5% or more of his games will steal every single time he is on first base with the indicated number of outs.

For example, for the stealing only with 0 outs strategy, the stealing players will steal every single time that

they are on first base with zero outs.
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5.1 Results

The results for all of the teams are given in Table 5.1. The best out steal strategy listed indicates the

greatest average number of runs per season from my simulations. We can see that the best strategy for

Table 5.1: Best Stolen Base Out Strategy

Best Out Steal Strategy Teams
Never Steal Colorado Rockies, Houston Astros, Miami Marlins
Steal only with 0 outs Chicago Cubs
Steal only with 1 out Arizona Diamondbacks, Atlanta Braves, Baltimore Orioles

Chicago White Sox, Cincinnati Reds, Detroit Tigers
Oakland Athletics, Pittsburgh Pirates, St. Louis Cardinals
Texas Rangers

Steal only with 2 outs None
Steal with either 0 or 1 out None
Steal with either 0 or 2 outs None
Steal with either 1 or 2 outs Boston Red Sox, Cleveland Indians, Los Angeles Angels

Los Angeles Dodgers, Milwaukee Brewers, Minnesota Twins
New York Mets, New York Yankees, San Diego Padres
Seattle Mariners, San Francisco Giants, Tampa Bay Rays
Toronto Blue Jays, Washington Nationals

Always steal Kansas City Royals, Philadelphia Phillies

fourteen teams, or 46.67% of the teams, is stealing with either one or two outs. The best strategy for ten

of the teams, 33.33%, is stealing whenever there is only one out. Then we see three teams, 10.00%, are

better off never stealing, two teams, 6.67%, are better off always stealing, and one team, 3.33%, should steal

whenever there are zero outs. There are no teams who have the best out steal strategies of stealing only with

two outs, stealing with either zero or one outs, or stealing with either zero or two outs.

After finding which of these stolen base strategies creates the most runs per season for each team, I

thought about the application of this information. Clearly, if the Royals stole every time one of their stealing

players was on first, the pitcher would pick up on this fact and they would get thrown out more often.

Likewise, if the Arizona Diamondbacks stole every time there was one out with a stealing player on first and

never stole otherwise, the pitcher would also figure out this pattern. Stealing based on the number of outs is

also too simple a method. There is significantly more that goes into stealing bases than just the number of

outs.
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CHAPTER 6

STEALING TO INCREASE RUN EXPECTANCY

Instead of having a clear cut rule that a player should steal with a specific number of outs, I needed to

find a better way for a team to decide when to steal. The purpose of stealing a base is to put the runner in

scoring position, that is, to increase the chance of scoring a run. With this in mind, I decided that a runner

should only attempt to steal a base when it would increase his team’s run expectancy. In order to establish

this, I used both Equation 3.2 and the adjusted run expectancy (Table 2.5) discussed earlier. I needed to

not only include the league steal success percentage in each case for my data, but also the percentage of

successful attempts that resulted in a steal and the percentage of successful attempts that resulted in an extra

base. This is because the run expectancy is different based on the result of the successful attempt.

Here is an example of my strategy using Justin Upton of the San Diego Padres and Chris Tillman of

the Orioles. In the case when there are zero outs, from Table 2.7, we have that a steal increases the run

expectancy by 0.204, an extra base increases the run expectancy by 0.458, and if the runner is caught

stealing it decreases the run expectancy by 0.569. We saw from Chapter 3 that Justin Upton’s new steal

percentage with Chris Tillman pitching is 0.2717. With zero outs and a runner on first we observed a 0.7261

league steal success percentage (Table 1.6). Of the successful steal attempts, 106 resulted in the runner on

second and 8 resulted in the runner obtaining an extra base due to some kind of fielding error. This means

that when a runner is successful, he ends up on second base 92.98% of the time and on third base 7.02% of

the time. Using this information, we can compute the change in run expectancy:

∆RunExpectancy = 0.2717× (0.9298× 0.204 + 0.0702× 0.458)

+ (1− 0.2717)× (−0.569) = −0.3541

As the run expectancy decreases, Justin Upton should not attempt to steal in this situation.

Now we look at Justin Upton versus the average steal percentage against of all teams. Using the new

steal percentage of 0.8897 from Chapter 3, we have:

∆RunExpectancy = 0.8897× (0.9298× 0.204 + 0.0702× 0.458)

+ (1− 0.8897)× (−0.569) = 0.1346

Since the change in run expectancy is positive, Justin Upton should attempt to steal against a pitcher with a

steal percentage against equal to the average of all teams.
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This process can be repeated for any batter/pitcher combination in any steal scenario to determine

whether or not the run expectancy would increase if the runner were to attempt to steal. For each case, zero

outs, one out, or two outs, we can solve the change in run expectancy equation to see what the minimum

estimated steal percentage (from Equation 3.2) needs to be in order to steal for the stealing to increase run

expectancy strategy. For example, for zero outs we solve the following equation for the minimum estimated

steal percentage (MinNewBatSteal):

MinNewBatSteal× (0.9298× 0.204 + 0.0702× 0.458) + (1−MinNewBatSteal)× (−0.569) = 0

We obtain a value of MinNewBatSteal equal to 0.7195. Similarly, for one and two outs we get the results in

Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Minimum Estimated Steal Percentage in Order to Steal for Each Number of Outs

Number of Outs Estimated Steal Percentage
0 0.7195
1 0.7208
2 0.7224

I entered this into my code. Now a player will only steal if the change in run expectancy is greater than

zero. As an example, Justin Upton’s estimated successful steal percentage vs. the average steal percentage

against of all teams was 0.8897. If there are zero outs at the time Upton is on first base, as this number is

greater than 0.7195, Upton would attempt to steal in my code. If the estimated steal percentage for a player

is less than 0.7195, he would not attempt to steal.

I simulated 1,000 seasons of 162 games for each team using the stealing to increase run expectancy

strategy and compared the average number of runs per season to the best out strategy results (Table 5.1). I

also compared the average number of runs per season to the base cases of never stealing and always stealing.

The results are given in Table 6.2. The percentages in parentheses are the percent increase in runs per season

using the stealing to increase run expectancy strategy over the column heading strategy.

I performed t-tests to compare the average number of runs scored per season using the stealing to in-

crease run expectancy strategy and the best out strategy. For four teams (Chicago Cubs (p = 0.6297), Cleve-

land Indians (p = 0.2425), Philadelphia Phillies (p = 0.07946), and Seattle Mariners (p = 0.1169)), there was

not statistically significant evidence that the average number of runs per season using the stealing to increase

run expectancy strategy was different from the best out strategy determined previously. The only team for

which there was statistically significant evidence that the stealing to increase run expectancy strategy had
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Table 6.2: Average Number of Runs Scored in 162-Game Season

Team Increase Run Expectancy Never Best Out Strategy Always
ARI 567.686 535.587 (5.99%) 541.864 (4.77%) 536.124 (5.89%)
ATL 678.347 659.532 (2.85%) 662.092 (2.46%) 658.484 (3.02%)
BAL 706.752 681.745 (3.67%) 690.270 (2.39%) 685.095 (3.16%)
BOS 867.509 826.475 (4.96%) 844.710 (2.70%) 840.519 (3.21%)
CHC 459.401 461.163 (-0.38%) 460.039 (-0.14%) 453.813 (1.23%)
CHW 621.253 593.473 (4.68%) 597.418 (3.99%) 585.036 (6.19%)
CIN 658.002 622.701 (5.67%) 625.696 (5.16%) 606.724 (8.45%)
CLE 670.991 654.859 (2.46%) 669.065 (0.29%) 663.983 (1.06%)
COL 768.162 749.614 (2.47%) 749.614 (2.47%) 723.012 (6.24%)
DET 827.070 802.804 (3.02%) 805.102 (2.73%) 788.207 (4.93%)
HOU 597.915 606.981 (-1.49%) 606.981 (-1.49%) 586.081 (2.02%)
KCR 593.397 527.716 (12.45%) 559.005 (6.15%) 559.005 (6.15%)
LAA 753.060 703.414 (7.06%) 717.562 (4.95%) 713.801 (5.50%)
LAD 827.470 817.414 (1.23%) 818.790 (1.06%) 803.655 (2.96%)
MIA 520.266 512.778 (1.46%) 512.778 (1.46%) 504.340 (3.16%)
MIL 674.199 609.963 (10.53%) 629.311 (7.13%) 621.013 (8.56%)
MIN 632.917 622.008 (1.75%) 629.233 (0.59%) 626.863 (0.97%)
NYM 586.331 557.638 (5.15%) 569.797 (2.90%) 562.506(2.85%)
NYY 665.282 632.585 (5.17%) 647.222 (2.79%) 644.153 (3.28%)
OAK 678.372 669.255 (1.36%) 673.880 (0.67%) 668.407 (1.49%)
PHI 629.431 600.334 (4.85%) 626.712 (0.43%) 626.712 (0.43%)
PIT 543.833 535.117 (1.63%) 539.981 (0.71%) 535.606 (1.54%)
SDP 623.506 596.315 (4.56%) 611.905 (1.90%) 606.986 (2.72%)
SEA 659.997 651.942 (1.24%) 657.426 (0.39%) 648.514 (1.77%)
SFG 634.982 605.163 (4.93%) 622.267 (2.04%) 618.650 (2.64%)
STL 712.049 675.441 (5.42%) 686.800 (3.68%) 683.667 (4.15%)
TBR 723.361 703.442 (2.83%) 715.928 (1.04%) 710.825 (1.76%)
TEX 696.721 638.379 (9.14%) 658.932 (5.73%) 658.102 (5.87%)
TOR 670.556 659.712 (1.64%) 664.598 (0.90%) 655.259 (2.33%)
WSN 695.723 663.539 (4.85%) 678.434 (2.55%) 671.719 (3.57%)

less average runs per season than the best out strategy was the Houston Astros (p = 2.04E-08). That is, we

can conclude that the Astros should never steal rather than stealing to increase run expectancy.

For the remaining twenty-five of the thirty Major League Baseball teams, the difference in the average

number of runs per season when using the stealing to increase run expectancy strategy and using the best out

strategy was statistically significant. The p-values were as follows: Los Angeles Dodgers (p = 5.17E-06),

Miami Marlins (p = 1.73E-07), Minnesota Twins (p = 0.02555), Oakland Athletics (p = .007342), Pittsburgh

Pirates (p = 0.00812), San Diego Padres (p = 3.62E-14), San Francisco Giants (p = 1.80E-15), Tampa Bay

Rays (p = 1.93E-05), Toronto Blue Jays (p = 0.0002947), and the remaining sixteen teams (p ≈ 0).
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When using the stealing to increase run expectancy strategy, the team that saw the greatest increase in

average number of runs per season over its best out strategy was the Milwaukee Brewers. They saw a 7.13%

increase (44.888 runs per season) over the strategy of stealing with either one out or two outs. The Kansas

City Royals had the greatest percent increase in runs per season over never stealing (12.45%), equating to

65.681 runs per season. The Houston Astros had a 1.49% decrease in runs over never stealing, this was a

loss of 9.066 runs per season.

The correlation between: 1. The percent increase in average number of runs per season using the steal-

ing to increase run expectancy strategy over never stealing, and 2. The average successful steal percentage

of stealing players is 0.44972. This indicates a positive correlation that as the average steal percentage of

the stealing players goes up, the percent increase in the average number of runs per season using the stealing

to increase run expectancy strategy goes up. The Houston Astros stealing players have an average steal

percentage of 0.645. The only team with a lower percentage is the Miami Marlins. They only saw a 1.46%

increase in runs per season. Table 6.3 shows the percent increase in average number of runs per season us-

ing the stealing to increase run expectancy strategy over never stealing for each number of stealing players.

We can see that the average percent increase in runs per season increases as the number of stealing players

increases.

Table 6.3: Percent Increase in Runs Using Stealing to Increase Run Expectancy vs. Never Stealing by
Number of Stealing Players

Stealing Players Percent Increase in Runs per Season Average
2 1.46 1.46
3 5.99, 2.85, 3.67, -0.38, 3.02, 1.75, 1.36, 1.63, 4.56, 5.42, 1.64 2.8645
4 4.96, 4.68, 2.47, -1.49, 1.23, 5.15, 4.85, 1.24, 4.93, 2.83, 4.85 3.2455
5 5.67, 10.53, 5.17 7.1233
6 2.46, 12.45, 7.06, 9.14 7.7775

The reason the Houston Astros may have had a negative outcome using the stealing to increase run

expectancy strategy could be that they have four stealing players with an average steal percentage of only

0.645. This low stealing percentage coupled with the fact that 44.44% of their lineup are stealing players

may have led to them being the only team that did not score at least as many runs per season using the

stealing to increase run expectancy strategy over their best out strategy.
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6.1 Increase in Runs per Season vs. Increase in Wins per Season

After seeing that stealing to increase run expectancy led to at least as many runs per season as the best

out simulation strategy for twenty-nine of the thirty Major League Baseball teams, the next step was to

instead compare the average number of wins per season. If a team is stealing when they are down by seven

runs, for example, they may be able to obtain an extra run. This would not, however, cause the team to

win a game if it is still down by six runs. This could impact teams that often give up a lot more runs than

they score. If a team is constantly down by a large amount of runs, the stealing to increase run expectancy

strategy may not have as much of an impact on wins per season as it did on runs per season.

For this I simulated 100 seasons of 162 games for each team playing against itself. For the steal

percentage against of the pitcher, I used the average successful steal percentage for all teams (72.12%).

I then compared the average number of wins per season for each team using the stealing to increase run

expectancy strategy to its best out strategy and the two baseline strategies, never stealing and always stealing.

The results are given in Table 6.4. It is to be read as the horizontal line is the given team and the values in

the table are the average number of wins per season using the stealing to increase run expectancy strategy

against the column heading strategy. For example, the Arizona Diamondbacks won 81.49 games per season

when using the stealing to increase run expectancy strategy against their best out strategy from Table 5.1

(stealing with only one out).

I looked at the scatterplots and correlation coefficients for the average number of wins per season in

Table 6.4 and the percent increases in runs when using the stealing to increase run expectancy strategy over

never stealing, always stealing, and the best out strategy (Table 6.2). The scatterplots are given in Figure

6.1, Figure 6.2, and Figure 6.3. The correlation coefficient for never stealing is 0.817189 indicating a strong

positive correlation. This means that the greater the percent increase in runs is, using the stealing to increase

run expectancy strategy over never stealing, the more wins per season a team obtained. For the always

stealing and best out strategy, the correlation coefficients are -0.307577, a weak negative correlation, and

0.350969, a weak positive correlation, respectively.

We check to see if each correlation coefficient differs significantly from zero using:

W =
1

2
ln

1 + r

1− r
H0∼ N

(
0,

1

n− 3

)
(6.1)

where n = 30. We obtain W = 1.1483 for never stealing, W = -0.31787 for always stealing, and W = 0.36655
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Table 6.4: Average Number of Wins per Season Using Stealing to Increase Run Expectancy Strategy

Team Never Always Best Out
ARI 85.13 80.97 81.49
ATL 84.92 81.16 80.81
BAL 83.90 80.69 83.02
BOS 88.06 81.42 82.86
CHC 81.98 81.05 81.58
CHW 86.26 80.74 83.08
CIN 85.26 79.88 82.91
CLE 88.01 81.08 86.00
COL 84.95 79.46 84.95
DET 85.74 81.66 82.04
HOU 82.13 80.60 82.13
KCR 91.56 81.79 80.21
LAA 88.67 78.12 85.12
LAD 84.82 80.61 81.9
MIA 82.91 80.97 82.91
MIL 89.93 81.09 85.04
MIN 84.36 80.44 81.12
NYM 87.87 81.31 82.74
NYY 88.12 80.23 84.45
OAK 84.44 81.02 81.89
PHI 89.03 82.57 79.43
PIT 84.11 80.96 81.34
SDP 84.82 81.70 82.47
SEA 85.18 81.36 82.53
SFG 86.92 82.02 82.46
STL 84.65 80.58 81.53
TBR 86.69 81.67 82.52
TEX 90.91 81.14 87.13
TOR 83.38 79.82 80.69
WSN 89.75 79.21 83.33
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Figure 6.1: Percent Increase in Average Runs per Season vs. Average Number of Wins per Season for
Stealing to Increase Run Expectancy Against Never Stealing

Figure 6.2: Percent Increase in Average Runs per Season vs. Average Number of Wins per Season for
Stealing to Increase Run Expectancy Against Always Stealing
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Figure 6.3: Percent Increase in Average Runs per Season vs. Average Number of Wins per Season for
Stealing to Increase Run Expectancy Against Best Out Strategy

for the best out strategy. The corresponding Z-scores are 5.967, -1.652, and 1.905, with p-values of less than

0.00001, 0.0985, and 0.0568, respectively. At the α = 0.05 significance level, we can only conclude that

there is statistically significant evidence that the correlation coefficient for never stealing differs from zero.

We can see that there is statistically significant evidence to conclude that they are all different from zero at

the α = 0.10 significance level.

The correlation between the percent increase in runs and the average number of wins per season is likely

weaker for the always stealing strategy because it does not have as big of an effect on the average number

of wins per season. For the average number of wins per season when stealing to increase run expectancy

vs. never stealing, we can see that there is an increase in wins per season of up to 10.56 wins, whereas

vs. always stealing the greatest difference is only -2.88 wins. The weak negative correlation for the always

stealing strategy could also be attributed to outliers. It does not make sense that the average number of wins

per season would decrease as the percent increase in runs per season increases.

Figure 6.4 is a plot of the normalized residuals vs. the percent increase in runs for the stealing to

increase run expectancy strategy over always stealing. We can see that there is one point, corresponding to

(0.0550, 78.12), that has a normalized residual of 3.288 which is greater than two. It is also not consistent

with its neighbors. This point appears to be an outlier. Removing this point, the correlation coefficient

becomes -0.26166. Repeating this analysis, we find that the points (0.0357, 79.21) and (0.0043, 82.57)
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Figure 6.4: Normalized Residuals vs. Percent Increase in Runs for Stealing to Increase Run Expectancy
Against Always

are also outliers. If we remove these points, we see the correlation coefficient is -0.1941. This is a very

weak negative correlation. Testing the statistical significance of this, we get W = -0.1966. With n = 27,

this corresponds to a Z-score of -0.963 with a p-value of 0.3355. Thus, after removing outliers, even at the

α = 0.10 significance level we cannot conclude that the correlation coefficient differs from zero.

The weak positive correlation for the best out strategy could also be attributed to outliers. Figure 6.5 is

a plot of the normalized residuals vs. the percent increase in runs. We can see that there are three points

which have the absolute value of the normalized residuals greater than two. We can also see that they are

not consistent with their neighbors. The greatest absolute value of normalized residuals corresponds to the

point (0.002879, 86). If we remove this outlier, the correlation coefficient increases to 0.463345. Repeating

the analysis, the point (0.06152, 80.21) is also an outlier. If we remove this point, the correlation coefficient

increases to 0.618105. To test if this correlation coefficient is statistically significant, we obtain W = 0.7219.

With n = 28, this corresponds to a Z-score of 3.610 with a p-value of 0.0003. Thus, after removing outliers,

there is statistically significant evidence to conclude that the correlation coefficient differs from zero. As

the correlation coefficient is positive, we can see that when using the stealing to increase run expectancy

strategy against the best out strategy, as the percent increase in average number of runs per season increases,

the average number of wins per season increases.
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Figure 6.5: Normalized Residuals vs. Percent Increase in Runs for Stealing to Increase Run Expectancy
Against Best Out Strategy
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CHAPTER 7

DEFINING THE CURRENT STOLEN BASE STRATEGY

In order to simulate the current (2012 - 2013) stolen base strategy, I used the percentage of stolen base

opportunities attempted for both number of outs and the run differential. Each 2013 Major League Baseball

team had anywhere from two to six batters who were considered to be base-stealing players (players who

attempted to steal in at least 5% of the games that they played in). In order to account for the players who

would never steal when on first, I had to make it so that the base-stealing players steal more often. I did this

by using a multiplier. There are thirty baseball teams with nine players in the batting order. This gives a total

of 270 players. There were 117 total base-stealing players according to my 5% cutoff. Thus, I multiplied

each stolen base attempt percentage by 270
117 = 2.3077. This made it so that the correct percentage of stolen

base opportunities would result in a stolen base attempt. The current strategy is defined as follows:

1. The percentage of times a runner attempted to steal out of the stolen base opportunities for each run

differential and each number of outs was calculated. For example, there were 228 opportunities to

steal second base when a team was up by one run with zero outs. Runners attempted to steal 14 times

out of these opportunities (6.14%).

2. Each percentage was then multiplied by 2.3077, as described above. Since my code only allows

stealing players (players who attempted to steal in at least 5% of the games they played in) to steal,

the 6.14% would be increased to 6.14% × 2.3077 = 14.17%. This is done to obtain an accurate

number of steals for each game.

3. The code decides whether or not a player should steal based on the above percentages using a

Bernoulli trial.

4. If a player decides to steal, his new estimated steal percentage is decided using Equation 3.2.

5. This steal percentage is then combined with the actual stolen base, extra base, and caught stealing

percentages for the given number of outs to determine the outcome using a Multinomial Distribution.

7.1 Comparing the Current Strategy to a Modified Current Strategy

We saw in Figure 1.2 that teams stole significantly less when they were down by two or more runs. I

decided to compare:

1. the current strategy with these low percentages of opportunities attempted
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2. a modified current strategy where if teams are down by two or more runs they steal the average of the

percentage of opportunities attempted for the run differential of -1 to +4 for each number of outs

I simulated 100 seasons of 162 games for each team playing against itself. I repeated the simulations for

each team playing against the lowest (LOW %) 2013 steal percentage against pitching team, the St. Louis

Cardinals (60% steal percentage against) and the highest (HIGH %) 2013 steal percentage against pitching

team, the Washington Nationals (82.61% steal percentage against). I did this so that I would have an interval

of the average number of wins per season for each team. The results can be seen in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: Comparing Current Strategy to Modified Current Strategy

TEAM LOW % HIGH %
ARI 81.13 80.57
ATL 81.11 81.70
BAL 81.98 81.22
BOS 81.36 80.97
CHC 80.96 81.71
CHW 81.36 80.67
CIN 80.51 80.52
CLE 81.35 80.52
COL 80.82 81.09
DET 80.64 80.75
HOU 81.61 80.82
KCR 80.21 79.19
LAA 79.62 80.24
LAD 81.81 80.77
MIA 81.07 82.23
MIL 82.20 80.31
MIN 80.75 80.16
NYM 81.75 80.74
NYY 80.59 79.93
OAK 81.20 80.65
PHI 80.20 81.55
PIT 79.99 82.14
SDP 81.28 80.21
SEA 81.16 79.97
SFG 80.40 81.70
STL 79.85 81.20
TBR 80.62 80.21
TEX 80.02 80.27
TOR 80.17 80.53
WSN 81.39 79.70
Average 80.90 80.74
Std. Dev 0.6624 0.7123
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We can see that the overall average number of wins per season when using the current strategy versus

the modified current strategy against the LOW % pitching team and the HIGH % pitching team are 80.90

and 80.74, respectively. When performing a t-test to compare the overall average number of wins per season

to 81 (winning half of the games), I found that the p-value against the LOW % pitching team is 0.2161 and

the p-value against the HIGH % pitching team is 0.0281. That is, there is statistically significant evidence

to conclude that the overall average number of wins per season is greater when using the modified current

strategy against the HIGH % pitching team. However, the overall average number of wins is only 0.26 more

per season. This is not a great increase in wins. There is not statistically significant evidence to conclude that

the overall average number of wins per season when using the modified current strategy is greater against

the LOW % pitching team.
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CHAPTER 8

STEALING TO INCREASE RUN EXPECTANCY VS. CURRENT STRATEGY AND BASELINES

The objective now is to see if the stealing to increase run expectancy strategy obtains more wins per

season than the current (2012 - 2013) steal strategy. I ran simulations for each team playing against itself

for 100 seasons with the only difference being its stolen base strategy. This way I could determine which

strategy would be the best for each team without introducing the variation of the teams that they play against.

Not only did I compare the current overall stolen base strategy to the stealing to increase run expectancy

strategy, but I again compared it to two baseline strategies of stealing every time and never stealing. In order

to obtain an interval of the average number of wins per season for each team with each strategy, I repeated

the simulations for each team playing against the LOW % pitching team and the HIGH % pitching team.

8.1 Results

The results are given in Table 8.1. The table is constructed in such a way that the listed row strategy has

the average number of wins per season against the strategy listed in each column heading for each team. The

two numbers listed in each corresponding entry indicate the wins per season against the HIGH % pitching

team and the LOW % pitching team. If the strategies were equal, we would expect a number close to 81

wins per season (half of the 162 games).

For the Arizona Diamondbacks, for example, when looking at the current stealing strategy versus the

stealing to increase run expectancy strategy, they win 75.45 games against the Washington Nationals pitch-

ers’ 82.61 steal percentage against and 79.41 games against the St. Louis Cardinals’ 60 steal percentage

against. We can see that the Arizona Diamondbacks win anywhere from 1.59 to 5.55 more games per sea-

son if they steal to increase run expectancy.

For twenty-eight of the thirty teams, the current strategy wins less than half of the games per season (81)

against the team stealing to increase run expectancy against the LOW % pitching team. The Chicago Cubs

and the Colorado Rockies had 81.04 and 81 average wins per season, respectively. This would indicate that

for these two teams stealing to increase run expectancy and the current strategy yield the same results. For

the other twenty-eight teams, stealing to increase run expectancy had a greater number of wins per season

than what teams are currently doing. Twenty-two of the thirty teams increase their average wins per season

by at least one win. The Kansas City Royals increase their average number of wins per season by 5.23.
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Table 8.1: Average Number of Wins per Season for Each Team

ARI Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 75.45, 79.41 75.77, 78.7 82.84, 81.8

Run Expectancy — 80.28, 81.55 87.64, 83.62

Always — 88.43, 82.67

ATL Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 78.57, 78.39 78.43, 79.93 82.55, 81.32

Run Expectancy — 80.85, 79.87 85.69, 83.36

Always — 86.05, 83.03

BAL Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 77.56, 79.23 76.97, 80.51 83.34, 82.39

Run Expectancy — 80.92, 81.15 86.43, 83.43

Always — 86.92, 82.65

BOS Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 75.54, 78.54 74.67, 77.86 84.89, 83.06

Run Expectancy — 82.10, 80.92 87.7, 84.57

Always — 88.26, 85.70

CHC Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 78.65, 81.04 78.42, 81.55 81.37, 82.14

Run Expectancy — 80.28, 81.57 85.06, 82.92

Always — 85.27, 79.37

CHW Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 75.03, 78.90 75.90, 79.56 82.69, 81.44

Run Expectancy — 80.08, 80.03 88.74, 82.88

Always — 87.57, 82.75

CIN Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 73.46, 79.58 75.48, 78.87 84.65, 81.83

Run Expectancy — 80.50, 81.65 90.55, 83.58

Always — 90.00, 84.71
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Table 8.1 Continued

CLE Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 73.39, 78.21 74.05, 78.06 83.91, 82.70

Run Expectancy — 81.31, 80.93 90.48, 85.18

Always — 90.28, 85.18

COL Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 76.17, 81.00 75.42, 80.65 83.61, 81.81

Run Expectancy — 81.90, 80.45 87.45, 80.57

Always — 87.28, 81.43

DET Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 77.84, 80.13 77.61, 80.66 81.57, 81.39

Run Expectancy — 81.05, 80.35 86.14, 80.84

Always — 86.25, 82.34

HOU Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 78.10, 79.92 77.45, 82.01 82.04, 81.74

Run Expectancy — 81.83, 82.61 86.48, 81.93

Always — 86.55, 80.30

KCR Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 71.51, 75.77 71.79, 74.92 85.37, 83.99

Run Expectancy — 81.68, 80.60 94.72, 89.10

Always — 93.91, 89.00

LAA Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 74.44, 78.30 74.65, 77.45 84.17, 83.58

Run Expectancy — 81.34, 81.58 89.85, 84.29

Always — 88.5, 85.03

LAD Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 76.15, 80.31 76.63, 79.27 84.02, 81.41

Run Expectancy — 80.87, 82.69 86.97, 84.31

Always — 88.84, 82.89
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Table 8.1 Continued

MIA Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 78.98, 80.10 78.85, 80.45 81.39, 81.31

Run Expectancy — 81.64, 80.69 83.65, 80.79

Always — 84.59, 80.55

MIL Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 73.89, 77.25 72.83, 77.49 83.82, 81.60

Run Expectancy — 80.26, 80.91 90.18, 85.76

Always — 91.44, 86.31

MIN Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 78.18, 80.39 78.38, 80.26 82.56, 81.69

Run Expectancy — 81.19, 81.26 86.42, 81.84

Always — 86.35, 82.80

NYM Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 74.48, 77.59 75.13, 79.01 83.53, 81.84

Run Expectancy — 81.41, 80.29 89.44, 85.48

Always — 88.61, 84.02

NYY Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 75.14, 78.66 74.08, 78.73 83.32, 81.04

Run Expectancy — 80.47, 81.59 89.71, 85.54

Always — 90.42, 85.16

OAK Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 79.10, 79.89 77.52, 79.81 82.41, 81.80

Run Expectancy — 81.02, 80.06 85.72, 83.27

Always — 84.03, 82.76

PHI Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 74.08, 76.65 74.87, 77.17 84.45, 82.61

Run Expectancy — 80.71, 81.99 89.14, 87.31

Always — 88.82, 86.85
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Table 8.1 Continued

PIT Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 77.58, 80.04 77.89, 78.90 81.64, 81.72

Run Expectancy — 80.59, 81.17 86.83, 83.32

Always — 86.95, 83.55

SDP Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 77.76, 79.20 77.10, 77.87 82.78, 80.83

Run Expectancy — 81.39, 80.58 87.37, 84.56

Always — 86.37, 84.47

SEA Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 77.53, 80.29 76.58, 80.74 81.38, 81.52

Run Expectancy — 81.11, 81.62 86.38, 83.24

Always — 85.62, 82.57

SFG Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 74.86, 78.32 75.65, 79.41 84.10, 82.72

Run Expectancy — 81.47, 80.90 88.49, 84.46

Always — 89.52, 85.02

STL Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 76.73, 77.68 75.69, 79.73 82.54, 81.13

Run Expectancy — 80.24, 82.78 85.66, 85.29

Always — 87.62, 83.81

TBR Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 76.99, 79.97 76.00, 77.96 82.9, 82.50

Run Expectancy — 82.34, 79.71 87.16, 83.80

Always — 86.86, 83.92

TEX Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 72.18, 76.78 70.66, 77.33 83.58, 84.23

Run Expectancy — 80.54, 81.56 92.13, 87.32

Always — 92.87, 87.30
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Table 8.1 Continued

TOR Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 78.20, 79.89 77.08, 80.50 81.36, 82.32

Run Expectancy — 81.80, 80.99 86.25, 83.32

Always — 85.22, 81.81

WSN Run Expectancy Always Never

Current 74.70, 78.81 74.89, 77.93 83.79, 82.10

Run Expectancy — 80.90, 80.91 89.74, 85.38

Always — 89.37, 85.77

Against the HIGH % pitching team, the average number of wins per season using the current strategy

is less than when using the stealing to increase run expectancy strategy for all thirty teams. The number of

increased wins using the stealing to increase run expectancy strategy ranges from 1.90 per season for the

Oakland Athletics to 9.49 per season for the Kansas City Royals. It is interesting to note that the average

number of wins per season differs for each team against both the LOW % pitching team and the HIGH %

pitching team. The Kansas City Royals, for example, have an average number of wins per season of 71.51

to 75.77 (5.23 to 9.49 games under winning 50% of the time). The Milwaukee Brewers have an average

number of wins per season of 73.89 to 77.25 (3.75 to 7.11 games under winning 50% of the time).

Due to this discrepancy, it is important to find out why some teams see a greater increase in average

number of wins per season when they use the stealing to increase run expectancy strategy over the current

stealing strategy. I looked to see if there was any relationship between the average number of wins per season

and the number of stealing players, the average steal percentage of the stealing players, the average on base

percentage (OBP) of the stealing players, and the average grounded into double play (GDP) percentage of

each team. The resulting scatterplots are given in Figure 8.1, Figure 8.2, Figure 8.3, and Figure 8.4. Note

that blue represents a team playing against the LOW % pitching team and orange represents a team playing

against the HIGH % pitching team.

From Figure 8.1, we can see that as the number of stealing players increases, the average number of

wins per season using the run expectancy strategy over the current strategy trends upwards against both the

LOW % and the HIGH % pitching team. If we take the mean of the average number of wins per season for

each number of stealing players we obtain the results in Table 8.2.
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Figure 8.1: Average Number of Wins per Season vs. Number of Stealing Players

Table 8.2: Mean Average Number of Wins for Number of Stealing Players

Number of Stealing Players LOW % Mean Wins HIGH % Mean Wins
2 81.90 83.02
3 82.43 84.22
4 82.88 86.22
5 83.55 87.77
6 85.08 89.64

From Figure 8.2 we can see that against both the LOW % and HIGH % pitching team the average

number of wins per season is lower if the average steal percentage of stealing players is between 55 and

65%. Otherwise it does not appear to make much of a difference against the HIGH % pitching team. If we

take out those three data points, the correlation coefficient against the LOW % pitching team is 0.4874 and

against the HIGH % pitching team is 0.1581. Testing the significance of these correlation coefficients using

Equation 6.1 (n = 27), we obtain p-values of 0.0091 and 0.4347, corresponding to Z-scores of 2.609 and

0.7811, respectively. Thus, there is only statistically significant evidence to conclude that the correlation

coefficient is different from zero against the LOW % pitching team. Since the correlation coefficient is

positive, as the average steal percentage of stealing players increases, when greater than 65%, the average

number of wins per season increases against the LOW % pitching team.

From Figure 8.3, there does not appear to be any relationship between the average number of wins per

season and the average on base percentage of stealing players for each team against the LOW % pitching
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Figure 8.2: Average Number of Wins per Season vs. Average Steal % of Stealing Players

team. There does seem to be a weak positive relationship against the HIGH % pitching team. The correlation

coefficients are 0.0487 and 0.3184, respectively. Testing the significance of the correlation coefficient of

0.3184 against the HIGH % pitching team using Equation 6.1 (n = 30), we obtain a p-value of 0.0865,

corresponding to a Z-score of 1.714. Thus, there is not statistically significant evidence to conclude that the

Figure 8.3: Average Number of Wins per Season vs. Average OBP of Stealing Players

correlation coefficient differs from zero.

Figure 8.4 shows the average number of wins per season for the average GDP of each team against both
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Figure 8.4: Average Number of Wins per Season vs. Average GDP of Team

the HIGH % and the LOW % pitching team. It seems as though the average number of wins per season

increases slightly when modeled against the average GDP of the stealing team against both the HIGH %

and the LOW % pitching team. The correlation coefficients are 0.3604 and 0.2748, respectively. Testing the

significance of the correlation coefficient against the HIGH % pitching team using Equation 6.1 (n = 30), we

obtain a p-value of 0.0499, corresponding to a Z-score of 1.961. There is statistically significant evidence

to conclude that the correlation coefficient against the HIGH % pitching team is significantly different from

zero. This means that as the average GDP increases, the average number of wins per season using the

stealing to increase run expectancy strategy over the current strategy increases.

8.2 Multivariate Model for Average Number of Wins per Season

The next step was to build a multivariate model using stepwise regression for the average number of

wins per season against the HIGH % and the LOW % pitching team using the stealing to increase run

expectancy strategy against the current strategy. I used the following variables from Section 8.1 and the

two-way interactions:

• Number of stealing players (#Steal).

• Average steal percentage of stealing players (AvgSteal).

• Average on base percentage of stealing players (AvgOBP).

• Average grounded into double play percentage of stealing team (AvgGDP).
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For the average number of wins per season against the HIGH % pitching team (AvgWinsHIGH), I obtained

the model:

AvgWinsHIGH = 26.7227 + 1.7850× (#Steal) + 75.3281× (AvgSteal)− 23.3036× (AvgOBP)

+ 2797.2154× (AvgGDP)− 3511.7994× (AvgSteal)× (AvgGDP)

This model has a coefficient of determination of 0.8541 meaning that 85.41% of the variability in the data

is explained by this model.

For the average number of wins per season against the LOW % pitching team (AvgWinsLOW), I ob-

tained the model:

AvgWinsLOW = 157.975 + 15.304× (#Steal)− 166.304× (AvgSteal)− 283.987× (AvgOBP)

+ 106.837× (AvgGDP)− 46.217× (#Steal)× (AvgOBP)

+ 569.353× (AvgSteal)× (AvgOBP)

This model has a coefficient of determination of 0.7322. That is, 73.22% of the variability in the data is

explained by this model.
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CHAPTER 9

LESS PREDICTABLE 80-20 RUN EXPECTANCY STRATEGY

We have noted that stealing to increase run expectancy increases the average number of wins per season

for all thirty teams against the HIGH % pitching team and for twenty-eight of the thirty teams against the

LOW % pitching team. However, as it may become predictable if teams steal every time it increases their

run expectancy, I introduced a strategy for which each team would steal 80% of the time its run expectancy

increases and 20% of the time its run expectancy decreases.

I simulated 100 seasons of 162 games for each team using the stealing to increase run expectancy

strategy playing itself using the 80-20 run expectancy strategy. I again ran the simulations for each team

playing against the LOW % pitching team, the St. Louis Cardinals (60% steal percentage against), and

the HIGH % pitching team, the Washington Nationals (82.61% steal percentage against). If there is not a

significant difference in the average number of wins per season for a team using the 80-20 run expectancy

strategy versus stealing every time it increases run expectancy, this strategy would be preferable. This way

it would be harder to predict whether or not a runner will steal.

9.1 Results

The results of the simulations are given in Table 9.1. The numbers next to each team represent the

average number of wins per season using the stealing to increase run expectancy strategy versus the 80-20

run expectancy strategy against both the LOW % pitching team and the HIGH % pitching team. For example,

Table 9.1: Average Wins per Season for Stealing to Increase Run Expectancy vs. 80-20 Run Expectancy

Run Expectancy vs. 80-20 Run Expectancy vs. 80-20
Team (LOW %, HIGH %) Team (LOW %, HIGH %)
Arizona Diamondbacks (80.19, 81.23) Milwaukee Brewers (81.91, 83.04)
Atlanta Braves (80.62, 81.75) Minnesota Twins (81.74, 82.03)
Baltimore Orioles (82.26, 82.00) New York Mets (81.50, 81.74)
Boston Red Sox (80.69, 80.59) New York Yankees (81.18, 82.40)
Chicago Cubs (80.44, 82.35) Oakland Athletics (81.63, 81.48)
Chicago White Sox (80.76, 81.67) Philadelphia Phillies (80.69, 81.62)
Cincinatti Reds (80.62, 81.75) Pittsburgh Pirates (81.24, 81.48)
Cleveland Indians (81.87, 81.91) San Diego Padres (81.22, 81.34)
Colorado Rockies (82.64, 81.76) San Francisco Giants (81.26, 81.32)
Detroit Tigers (80.62, 82.04) Seattle Mariners (81.17, 83.07)
Houston Astros (80.74, 81.73) St. Louis Cardinals (80.90, 80.09)
Kansas City Royals (82.02, 82.69) Tampa Bay Rays (80.90, 81.96)
Los Angeles Angels (81.90, 81.73) Texas Rangers (81.66, 82.22)
Los Angeles Dodgers (81.42, 81.90) Toronto Blue Jays (80.91, 82.11)
Miami Marlins (81.56, 81.89) Washington Nationals (80.19, 81.23)
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the Arizona Diamondbacks win an average of 80.19 games per season against the LOW % pitching team

and 81.23 games per season against the HIGH % pitching team.

Looking at Table 9.1, we see that the greatest number of wins per season using the stealing to increase

run expectancy strategy vs. the 80-20 run expectancy strategy is 83.07 wins per season for the Seattle

Mariners against the HIGH % pitching team. Only nine of the thirty teams increase their average number

of wins by more than one win against the HIGH % pitching team and three teams do against the LOW %

pitching team. As there is not a great difference in the number of wins, and this is a less predictable strategy,

the 80-20 run expectancy strategy would be preferable.

9.2 Choosing the 80-20 Run Expectancy Strategy

The choice of a team stealing 80% of the time its run expectancy increases and 20% of the time its run

expectancy decreases was arbitrary. I chose these numbers for the sole purpose of making it less predictable

for another team to determine when a team would steal. I simulated 100 seasons of each team playing

against itself using the 80-20 run expectancy strategy vs. several other random options to see if there was a

noticeable difference in the average number of wins per season. The results can be seen in Table 9.2. Each

column gives the average number of wins per season using a given strategy vs. the 80-20 run expectancy

strategy against both the LOW % and the HIGH % pitching team. For example, the 85-35 vs. 80-20 column

gives the average number of wins per season when each team steals 85% of the time it would increase run

expectancy and 35% of the time it would decrease run expectancy versus the same team using the 80-20 run

expectancy strategy. We can see that there is not a great difference in the average number of wins per season

when using any of these strategies against the 80-20 run expectancy strategy that I chose arbitrarily.

I performed a t-test to compare the overall average number of wins per season against both the LOW %

pitching team and the HIGH % pitching team to 81 (winning half of the games) for each column. The only

strategy in which there was statistically significant evidence to conclude that the overall average number of

wins per season differed from 81 against both the LOW % and HIGH % pitching team was the 85-15 run

expectancy strategy (stealing 85% of the time when it increases run expectancy and 15% of the time when

it decreases run expectancy). However, the maximum difference is only 0.36 wins per season.
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Table 9.2: Comparing 80-20 Run Expectancy Strategy to Other Similar Strategies

70-35 vs. 80-20 75-25 vs. 80-20 80-35 vs. 80-20 85-15 vs. 80-20 85-35 vs. 80-20 90-25 vs. 80-20
TEAM LOW , HIGH LOW , HIGH LOW , HIGH LOW , HIGH LOW , HIGH LOW , HIGH
ARI 80.65 , 80.92 80.37 , 81.12 80.16 , 80.97 81.28 , 82.29 81.25 , 79.76 81.11 , 81.58
ATL 81.26 , 80.81 80.89 , 80.82 80.65 , 80.76 81.05 , 82.31 81.51 , 80.38 81.02 , 80.60
BAL 81.50 , 80.65 80.90 , 80.63 80.44 , 80.65 81.40 , 81.51 82.04 , 81.38 80.96 , 81.06
BOS 80.34 , 80.43 81.39 , 81.47 81.59 , 80.07 81.41 , 80.79 80.82 , 81.41 81.24 , 80.95
CHC 81.44 , 80.32 80.91 , 79.50 81.32 , 82.36 80.51 , 81.28 81.28 , 81.98 80.47 , 80.39
CHW 81.88 , 82.08 82.18 , 80.16 80.28 , 80.58 81.59 , 80.70 80.48 , 81.89 79.75 , 81.04
CIN 80.12 , 80.96 79.89 , 80.87 81.31 , 80.73 80.73 , 81.14 80.91 , 82.46 80.99 , 81.06
CLE 80.85 , 81.95 79.95 , 80.81 80.71 , 81.52 80.10 , 81.26 82.34 , 81.36 81.65 , 81.95
COL 82.22 , 80.56 80.67 , 80.45 80.86 , 80.80 81.01 , 81.47 81.01 , 82.39 82.14 , 81.01
DET 80.48 , 81.65 80.12 , 80.53 81.01 , 80.56 80.28 , 81.95 82.09 , 80.27 80.63 , 81.91
HOU 80.68 , 81.02 80.92 , 80.46 80.38 , 80.81 81.45 , 82.16 80.90 , 80.83 81.38 , 82.56
KCR 81.48 , 80.21 80.43 , 80.61 81.71 , 80.32 81.05 , 80.06 80.21 , 81.64 82.11 , 82.01
LAA 80.18 , 80.62 82.61 , 80.44 81.02 , 80.48 81.65 , 80.82 81.64 , 81.72 81.39 , 81.28
LAD 82.14 , 80.99 80.87 , 80.51 81.17 , 81.05 82.03 , 81.04 81.27 , 81.07 81.69 , 82.22
MIA 81.49 , 80.77 81.10 , 81.18 81.75 , 81.44 81.63 , 81.31 81.19 , 81.59 81.90 , 81.45
MIL 80.88 , 80.74 80.57 , 82.71 80.91 , 80.87 81.10 , 81.01 80.91 , 81.60 82.35 , 82.16
MIN 81.27 , 80.00 81.73 , 81.41 80.94 , 81.97 81.57 , 81.27 81.27 , 81.26 80.32 , 83.05
NYM 79.86 , 81.05 81.55 , 80.50 81.02 , 80.91 81.84 , 80.67 82.46 , 82.39 79.33 , 81.95
NYY 80.94 , 82.02 81.38 , 80.74 81.52 , 81.92 81.82 , 82.12 81.20 , 80.61 80.21 , 82.54
OAK 80.90 , 79.34 81.97 , 80.33 81.64 , 80.40 81.06 , 81.41 81.64 , 81.17 81.29 , 82.11
PHI 80.28 , 81.17 79.71 , 80.48 80.16 , 81.24 80.50 , 81.02 82.47 , 81.41 80.66 , 81.02
PIT 81.84 , 81.52 80.73 , 81.48 81.16 , 81.69 81.89 , 81.94 80.33 , 81.55 81.56 , 81.45
SDP 80.69 , 79.95 80.77 , 78.93 81.26 , 82.11 81.22 , 81.58 80.64 , 81.10 82.25 , 82.50
SEA 80.80 , 80.97 80.96 , 81.65 80.60 , 81.61 80.52 , 82.06 81.60 , 81.15 80.81 , 81.96
SFG 81.99 , 80.37 80.41 , 80.66 81.68 , 80.71 81.16 , 80.63 81.77 , 79.30 81.43 , 80.58
STL 81.18 , 80.72 80.77 , 81.17 80.76 , 80.88 83.35 , 81.71 80.92 , 79.64 80.69 , 81.23
TBR 80.50 , 81.18 80.74 , 80.81 81.72 , 82.04 82.14 , 80.80 80.21 , 81.21 81.01 , 81.76
TEX 80.72 , 80.21 81.39 , 80.91 81.15 , 81.71 81.23 , 81.60 81.04 , 82.78 81.99 , 82.02
TOR 81.30 , 79.94 80.67 , 81.07 81.26 , 80.86 80.57 , 81.60 81.37 , 80.83 81.50 , 81.31
WSN 81.48 , 80.09 81.72 , 81.22 81.42 , 81.62 81.78 , 81.19 80.56 , 81.25 81.36 , 80.94
Average 81.04 , 80.77 80.94 , 80.79 81.05 , 81.12 81.29 , 81.36 81.24, 81.25 81.17 , 81.59
St.Dev. 0.6244 , 0.6506 0.6743 , 0.6675 0.4794 , 0.6037 0.6582 , 0.5568 0.6285 , 0.8157 0.7226 , 0.6650
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CHAPTER 10

SIMULATING THE 2013 MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SEASON

Using the stealing 80% of the time when it increases run expectancy and 20% of the time when it

decreases run expectancy strategy, I then simulated the real 2013 Major League Baseball season for all

thirty teams. I first simulated the season where the specified team uses the 80-20 run expectancy strategy

and all of its opponents use the current strategy. I then simulated the season where the specified team and all

of its opponents use the current strategy. This way I could see how the average number of wins per season

using the 80-20 run expectancy strategy would compare to the average number of wins per season using the

current strategy in a real season. I simulated 100 seasons for each team using each of these two strategies.

In order to simulate the real season, I went through the 2013 Major League Baseball schedule and put

in all of the actual opponents for each team. I had to take into account the National League teams playing in

American League stadiums and the American League teams playing in National League stadiums. This is

due to the difference of the pitcher batting versus the designated hitter batting. In National League stadiums

the pitcher bats, whereas in American League stadiums a designated hitter bats in place of the pitcher. In

order to account for this, for an American League team playing in a National League stadium I took the

average batting statistics for all pitchers on that specific American League team during the 2013 season and

put them in for the ninth position in the batting order. For a National League team playing in an American

League stadium, I took the average of all of the batters’ batting statistics on that specific team and put them

in for the typical pitcher position (ninth) in the batting order [1].

10.1 Results

In Table 10.1, the 80-20 Run Expectancy column gives the average number of wins per season for each

team using the 80-20 run expectancy strategy when every other team uses the current strategy. The Current

column gives the average number of wins per season for each team when all teams, including the focus

team, use the current strategy. The Difference column gives the difference in the average number of wins per

season (80-20 Run Expectancy - Current), and the final column gives the percent increase in average number

of wins per season using the 80-20 run expectancy strategy over the current strategy (Difference/Current ×

100%).

We can see that the 80-20 run expectancy strategy increases the average number of wins per season for

twenty-eight of the thirty Major League Baseball teams. The only two teams for which the average number
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Table 10.1: Average Number of Wins per Real 2013 Season for 80-20 Run Expectancy Strategy vs. Current
Strategy

TEAM 80-20 Run Expectancy Current Difference % Difference
ARI 75.14 74.28 0.86 1.158
ATL 94.68 92.47 2.21 2.390
BAL 82.28 80.90 1.38 1.706
BOS 101.58 96.50 5.08 5.264
CHC 72.86 70.77 2.09 2.953
CHW 74.22 72.33 1.89 2.613
CIN 98.14 93.98 4.16 4.426
CLE 84.12 80.66 3.46 4.290
COL 82.02 79.5 2.52 3.170
DET 103.53 101.99 1.54 1.510
HOU 57.81 59.13 -1.32 -2.232
KCR 80.39 71.52 8.87 12.402
LAA 84.14 81.08 3.06 3.774
LAD 101.96 100.23 1.73 1.726
MIA 62.88 66.86 -3.98 -5.953
MIL 87.12 78.99 8.13 10.292
MIN 69.14 67.21 1.93 2.872
NYM 78.11 76.51 1.60 2.091
NYY 75.89 71.98 3.91 5.432
OAK 93.48 91.34 2.14 2.343
PHI 72.55 71.26 1.29 1.810
PIT 79.78 78.35 1.43 1.825
SDP 77.53 74.77 2.76 3.691
SEA 81.48 80.71 0.77 0.954
SFG 82.66 78.38 4.28 5.461
STL 92.54 89.32 3.22 3.605
TBR 94.31 90.20 4.11 4.557
TEX 89.86 84.16 5.70 6.773
TOR 76.46 75.20 1.26 1.676
WSN 98.79 95.64 3.15 3.294

of wins per season decreases when using the 80-20 run expectancy strategy instead of the current strategy

are the Houston Astros and the Miami Marlins. For the teams whose average number of wins per season

increase using the 80-20 run expectancy strategy, we can see that the difference varies from 0.77 wins per

season for the Seattle Mariners to 8.87 wins per season for the Kansas City Royals. This is a percent increase

in wins of 0.954% to 12.402%, respectively.

I looked to see if there was any relationship between the percent increase in average number of wins per

season and the number of stealing players, the average steal percentage of the stealing players, the average
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on base percentage of the stealing players, and the average grounded into double play percentage of each

team. The scatterplots can be seen in Figure 10.1, Figure 10.2, Figure 10.3, and Figure 10.5.

From Figure 10.1 we can see that the percent increase in wins per season trends upwards as the number

of stealing players increases. That is, using the 80-20 run expectancy strategy is likely to have a larger

percent increase in wins per season for teams that have more stealing players. If we look at the mean

percent increase in wins per season for each number of stealing players, we obtain the results in Table 10.2.

We can see that the mean percent increase in wins per season increases as the number of stealing players

increases.

Figure 10.1: Percent Increase in Wins per Season vs. Number of Stealing Players

Table 10.2: Mean Percent Increase in Wins per Season for Number of Stealing Players

Number of Stealing Players Mean Percent Increase in Wins per Season
2 -5.953
3 +2.339
4 +2.610
5 +5.981
6 +7.822

From Figure 10.2, we can see that the percent increase in wins per season trends upwards as the average

steal percentage of stealing players increases. That is, the teams whose stealing players have higher average

steal success percentages tend to relate to a larger percent increase in wins per season. The correlation

coefficient is 0.6280 indicating a positive correlation. Testing to see if the correlation coefficient of 0.6280
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Figure 10.2: Percent Increase in Wins per Season vs. Average Steal Percentage of Stealing Players

is greater than zero, using Equation 6.1 (n = 30), we obtain a p-value of less than 0.0001, corresponding to

a Z-score of 3.835. We can conclude that as the average steal percentage of stealing players increases, the

percent increase in wins per season increases.

There does not appear to be any significant relationship between the percent increase in wins per season

and the average on base percentage of stealing players in Figure 10.3. The correlation coefficient is 0.1645.

However, we can see that the point (0.298, 12.40) appears to be an outlier.

Figure 10.3: Percent Increase in Wins per Season vs. Average OBP of Stealing Players
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Figure 10.4 is a plot of the normalized residuals versus the average on base percentage of stealing

players. The point (0.298, 12.40) has a normalized residual of -3.043, the absolute value of which is greater

than two. It is not consistent with its neighbors. This point does appear to be an outlier. Removing this

point, the correlation coefficient becomes 0.3687. Testing to see if this is statistically significantly greater

than zero using Equation 6.1 (n = 29), we obtain a p-value of 0.0242, corresponding to a Z-score of 1.973.

We can conclude that as the average on-base percentage of stealing players increases, the percent increase

in wins per season increases.

Figure 10.4: Normalized Residuals for On-Base Percentage of Stealing Players

Figure 10.5 shows the percent increase in wins per season versus the average grounded into double play

percentage for each team. There does not appear to be any significant relationship. However, the percent

increase does seem to get slightly larger as the average GDP increases. The correlation coefficient is 0.2706.

Testing to see if this is greater than zero, using Equation 6.1 (n = 30), we obtain a p-value of 0.0747. Thus,

we cannot conclude that as the average GDP increases for a team, the percent increase in wins per season

increases.

10.2 Multivariate Model for Percent Increase in Wins per Real 2013 Season Using 80-20 Run Ex-

pectancy Strategy vs. Current Strategy

I constructed a multivariate model using stepwise regression for the percent increase in the average

number of wins per real 2013 season (percentIncrease) when using the 80-20 run expectancy strategy vs.
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Figure 10.5: Percent Increase in Wins per Season vs. Average GDP of Team

the current strategy. I used the following variables from Section 8.1 and Section 8.2 and the two-way

interactions:

• Number of stealing players (#Steal).

• Average steal percentage of stealing players (AvgSteal).

• Average on base percentage of stealing players (AvgOBP).

• Average grounded into double play percentage of each team (AvgGDP).

I obtained the model:

percentIncrease = −65.583 + 16.291× (#Steal) + 22.258× (AvgSteal) + 178.322× (AvgOBP)

− 501.467× (AvgGDP)− 57.372× (#Steal)× (AvgOBP)

+ 174.261× (#Steal)× (AvgGDP)

This model has a coefficient of determination of 0.7847, meaning that 78.47% of the variability in the data

is explained by this model.
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CHAPTER 11

WHAT HAPPENS IF EVERY TEAM USES THE 80-20 RUN EXPECTANCY STRATEGY?

The next thing I looked at was: What would happen if every team were to use the new 80-20 run

expectancy strategy? If every team were to use this strategy some teams would likely benefit more than

others, causing other teams to win less games than if every team used the current strategy. I simulated 100

real 2013 seasons for all thirty teams where every team uses the 80-20 run expectancy strategy to see how

the average number of wins per season for each team would be affected.

11.1 Results

The results can be seen in Table 11.1. The 80-20 Run Expectancy column gives the average number of

wins per season for each team using the 80-20 run expectancy strategy when every other team also uses this

strategy. The Current column gives the average number of wins per season for each team when all teams,

including the focus team, use the current strategy. The Difference column gives the difference in the average

number of wins per season, and the last column gives the percent increase in average number of wins per

season when every team uses the 80-20 run expectancy strategy over every team using the current strategy.

We can see that when every team uses the 80-20 run expectancy strategy, the average number of wins

per season increases for some teams and decreases for others. This makes sense because if a team wins an

extra game using the 80-20 run expectancy strategy, the team it is playing has to lose that game. We can see

that the difference in average number of wins per season ranges from -5.56 for the Miami Marlins (-8.316

%) to +5.91 (+7.482 %) for the Milwaukee Brewers.

I again looked to see if there was any relationship between the percent difference of average number of

wins per season and the number of stealing players, the average steal percentage of the stealing players, the

average on base percentage of the stealing players, and the average grounded into double play percentage of

each team. The scatterplots can be seen in Figure 11.1, Figure 11.2, Figure 11.3, and Figure 11.4.

From Figure 11.1 we can see that as the number of stealing players increases, the percent increase in

wins per season trends upwards. That is, when all teams use the 80-20 run expectancy strategy, the teams

with more stealing players are likely to have a bigger percent increase in average number of wins per season.

We can also see that the percent difference in the average number of wins per season is always positive for

the teams with five or six stealing players. The mean percent difference in wins per season for each number

of stealing players can be seen in Table 11.2. As the number of stealing players increases, the mean percent
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Table 11.1: Average Number of Wins per Real 2013 Season for All Teams Using the 80-20 Run Expectancy
Strategy

TEAM 80-20 Run Expectancy Current Difference % Difference
ARI 73.53 74.28 -0.75 -1.010
ATL 91.71 92.47 -0.76 -0.822
BAL 81.28 80.90 +0.38 0.470
BOS 98.90 96.50 +2.40 2.487
CHC 68.37 70.77 -2.40 -3.391
CHW 71.60 72.33 -0.73 -1.009
CIN 96.10 93.98 2.12 +2.256
CLE 81.62 80.66 +0.96 +1.190
COL 80.38 79.5 +0.88 +1.107
DET 99.45 101.99 -2.54 -2.490
HOU 58.78 59.13 -0.35 -0.592
KCR 76.57 71.52 +5.05 +7.061
LAA 81.91 81.08 +0.83 +1.024
LAD 100.62 100.23 +0.39 +0.389
MIA 61.30 66.86 -5.56 -8.316
MIL 84.90 78.99 +5.91 +7.482
MIN 68.04 67.21 +0.83 +1.235
NYM 74.59 76.51 -1.92 -2.509
NYY 73.59 71.98 +1.61 +2.237
OAK 88.73 91.34 -2.61 -2.857
PHI 74.98 71.26 +3.72 +5.220
PIT 76.74 78.35 -1.61 -2.055
SDP 75.67 74.77 +0.90 +1.204
SEA 77.97 80.71 -2.74 -3.395
SFG 79.07 78.38 +0.69 +0.880
STL 89.19 89.32 -0.13 -0.146
TBR 88.32 90.20 -1.88 -2.084
TEX 87.39 84.16 +3.23 +3.838
TOR 73.92 75.20 -1.28 -1.702
WSN 94.68 95.64 -0.96 -1.004
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Figure 11.1: Percent Difference in Wins per Season vs. Number of Stealing Players When All Teams Use
80-20 Run Expectancy Strategy

Table 11.2: Mean Percent Difference in Wins per Season for Number of Stealing Players When All Teams
Use 80-20 Run Expectancy Strategy

Number of Stealing Players Mean Percent Difference in Wins per Season
2 -8.316
3 -1.051
4 -0.046
5 +3.250
6 +4.030

increase in wins per season increases.

From Figure 11.2, we can see that as the average steal percentage of stealing players increases for each

team, the percent increase in average number of wins per season also increases. The correlation coefficient

is 0.6190. Using Equation 6.1 (n = 30) to test if the correlation coefficient of 0.6190 is significantly greater

than zero, we obtain a p-value of less than 0.0001, corresponding to a Z-score of 3.759. We can conclude

that as the average steal percentage of stealing players increases, the percent increase in average number of

wins per season increases.

The correlation coefficient between the percent difference in wins per season and the average on-base

percentage of stealing players is 0.2364. However, from Figure 11.3 we can see that the point (0.298, 7.061)

appears to be an outlier. After calculating the normalized residuals for all of the points, I found that the
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Figure 11.2: Percent Difference in Wins per Season vs. Average Steal Percentage of Stealing Players When
All Teams Use 80-20 Run Expectancy Strategy

point (0.298, 7.061) has a normalized residual of -2.496. As the absolute value is greater than two and it

is not consistent with its neighbors, this point is an outlier. Removing this point, the correlation coefficient

becomes 0.3848. Testing to see if this is statistically significantly greater than zero using Equation 6.1 (n

= 29), we obtain a p-value of 0.0193, corresponding to a Z-score of 2.069. We can conclude that as the

average on-base percentage of stealing players increases, the percent increase in wins per season increases.

Figure 11.3: Percent Difference in Wins per Season vs. Average OBP of Stealing Players When All Teams
Use 80-20 Run Expectancy Strategy
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Figure 11.4 shows the percent difference in wins per season vs. the average grounded into double

play percentage for each team. There does not appear to be any significant relationship. The correlation

coefficient is 0.1801. Testing to see if this is greater than zero, using Equation 6.1 (n = 30), we obtain a

p-value of 0.1720. We cannot conclude that as the average GDP increases for a team, the percent increase

in wins per season increases.

Figure 11.4: Percent Difference in Wins per Season vs. Average GDP of Team When All Teams Use 80-20
Run Expectancy Strategy

11.2 Multivariate Model for Percent Difference in Wins When All Teams Use 80-20 Run Expectancy

I constructed a multivariate model using stepwise regression for the percent difference in wins per real

2013 season (percentDifference) when all teams use the 80-20 run expectancy strategy versus all teams using

the current strategy. I used the same variables from Sections 8.2 and 10.2 and the two-way interactions:

• Number of stealing players (#Steal).

• Average steal percentage of stealing players (AvgSteal).

• Average on base percentage of stealing players (AvgOBP).

• Average grounded into double play percentage of each team (AvgGDP).

I obtained the model:
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percentDifference = −59.338 + 13.484× (#Steal) + 21.253× (AvgSteal) + 158.044× (AvgOBP)

− 609.005× (AvgGDP)− 48.591× (#Steal)× (AvgOBP)

+ 175.447× (#Steal)× (AvgGDP)

This model has a coefficient of determination of 0.7263, meaning that 72.63% of the variability in the data

is explained by this model.
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CHAPTER 12

CONCLUSIONS

When simulating the real 2013 Major League Baseball Season for each team using the 80-20 run ex-

pectancy strategy against every other team using the current strategy, the 80-20 run expectancy strategy in-

creases the average number of wins per season for twenty-eight of the thirty Major League Baseball teams.

For the teams whose average wins per season increases, the difference varies from 0.77 wins per season

(0.954%) for the Seattle Mariners to 8.87 wins per season (12.402%) for the Kansas City Royals. When

every team uses the 80-20 run expectancy strategy, some teams see an increase in their average number of

wins per season over every team using the current strategy, while some teams see a decrease in their average

number of wins per season. The difference in average wins per season ranges from -5.56 for the Miami

Marlins (-8.316 %) to +5.91 (+7.482 %) for the Milwaukee Brewers.

The 80-20 run expectancy strategy is likely to have a bigger percent increase in wins per season for

teams that have more stealing players. When every team uses the 80-20 run expectancy strategy, teams

with five or six stealing players always have a positive percent difference in the average number of wins per

season. We also found that as both the average steal percentage and average on-base percentage of stealing

players increases, the percent increase in wins per season increases.

12.1 Future Work

There is much more research to be done with the 80-20 run expectancy strategy. So far I have only

simulated the 2013 Major League Baseball season. It would be interesting to simulate multiple other seasons

to see if the increase in the average number of wins per season is consistent for each team.

The 80-20 run expectancy strategy could be extended if knowledge of pitch timing for each pitcher

and the run speed of each stealing player was also incorporated. I do not currently have access to this

information. It would not be difficult to modify my code to include these factors instead of just looking at

the successful steal percentage for a runner and the steal percentage against for a pitcher. This would give

a more accurate representation of how the average number of wins per season would change by using the

80-20 run expectancy strategy.

I would also like to investigate the batting order. During the 2013 Major League Baseball season, twenty-

eight of the thirty teams had a stealing player in the lead-off position of their most frequently used lineup.

I would like to see if this is, in fact, the best strategy. Where in the lineup should the stealing players be in
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order to maximize the number of wins per season? What causes a lineup with a certain location of stealing

players to be better for each team? Does each team maximize its average number of wins per season by

putting the stealing players in the same locations in the lineup? Which factors need to be taken into account

when deciding where in the lineup to place the stealing players?
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